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ABSTRACT
;\r present, rhe North American decuic ucili~- indus!!)' is undergoing fundamenral changes
thar will effecr the mons by wruch revenues ue gener:llttd. One of the revenue stle:lffiS th:lt
will gain imporunce is the tnnsmission line tariff. Re.regWarion in this industry will
necessitate some mons for estimating the contributions m:1de by each ~"'Stem gener::uor to
rhe toal. power flow in the tr:lInSrrUnion system in order to appwmm.te the uriff COSts in
advance. The e~ting litetiNtC dealing with tariff r.tle design presents on.l~ the [f'1ditiow
methods for attributing the current in cransmission lines to their sources. One such method
is the procedure of perfonning successive load flow sNdies. This thesis discusses some of
the proposed toU schemes and presents a mathematical derivarion for decomposing the
rou! po....'Cr flow in a rnnsmission line intO components attribut2ble to conuibuting
generators. The method is based on the usc of the in\'ene admittance m:1tri.s: for a s~tem
configuration and the results from load flow solutions. It has been successfuDy applied to a
modified standud IEEE 14 bus system in an effon to evaluate its suiDbiliry for application
w the many proposed wiff schemes th.1t apportion the COlt of the physical plant between
users. The simulations produce satisfactory results and indic:lte that this simpli6cd method
is suited to the philosophy of the costing methodologies anticipated under the emerging
deregubtion regime. For its application. the proposed method requires only one load Bow
solution for the operating point snd con6guration in question. The lechnique Cstl be easily
incOtpO[lIfed intO system planning sofn."1re u an imporunr ft2Ntt.
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CHAPTER 1
ELECTRIC UTILITY REGULATORY ISSUES
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Competition in the electrical utility indusuy is quickly becoming common place world wide.
from its origins in Chile in the late t970's and The United Kingdom in the euly 1980's, to
its preSent implementation in North America, regulatory bodies in Canada and (he L'ruted
States are presently re~"isiting the concept of a vertic:illy integrated elecmc utility industry
and irs suitability for providing electrical energy services to customers. The attempts 2t
policy reshaping are being initiated to detennine if gre:uer economic efficiencies, customer
savings and accountability can be achieved at this point in the ~olution of this 225 billion
doUar:l. yc:u: Nonh American business. Conventional wisdom dicmes that these objecti\-es
can be achieved.
At present, electric utilities receive a monopoly fnnchise for the genention. Ct<ansmission
and distnbution of electricity, IlIith a guuanteed nte of teturo to the mveston, in CJtchange
for a commitment or "obligation to serve" the customen reliably within its service
territory, at regulated rates. The opinion of many is that sepante generating, transmitting
and distributing secton of the industry can exist independently to foster ~..hoksale and
retail competition within the generation and sales sectors of the industry. Simply put, what
is needed is a functional and financW unbundling of the present systems and services.
Vnder an unbundled structure the transmission and distribution infrastructure will exist, to
provide the physical assets required for the desired competition to take place. The
introduction of fundamental market place concepts will require that the energy genenting
comp:lI\ies be 1ble to reach the customers thtough the tr1nsmission and distribution links,
in 1 non discriminating, open 1CCeSS manner. This access will be achieved through the use
of some fonn of tariff. This tariff will be required to petrnit the recovery of the ilieady
expended c1pit:l.! uwesrmentS in the transnWsion system while at the same rime send the
proper economic signals to the participants in order to obtain the required investments for
funu:eexpansion.
The objective of the rese:u:ch presented in this thesis is 10 deal mainly"W'itb this subject of
wheeling cost allocation. It discusses the different mechanisms a,-ailable fOr charging for
the use of tr:lOsmission facilities by third parties. and presents a mathem:u::ical derivation,
based on the invent J1cobian matrix present in a de-coupled load flow study. to estimate
the use of a trmsmission f1cility by a genet110r. The derlvacion outlined is 1pplied to a
number of load flow solutions in an dfon to cakulate the contnbution of etch generator's
output to the tot:al flow in each transmission line of the system. In addition, dUs thesis
discusses the morc probable structure of the industry in the future and the new tole of its
participants in an effort" to illustnte the requirement for the flow based types of
compensation schemes.
1.1 REGUlATORY HISTORY
The electric utility industry has historically been struCtured as a regul2ted monopoly system.
The StJ\1crurai centet of this system has been the distribution leve! franchise whicb was
pro~-ided an exclusive service tetritory, in which the companies were given the right and
obligation to sct\;ce all teui! customctS. Each comp:lny's need to ensw:e an :l.dequate supply
of energy to meet its obligations clltended the aclusiviry !O the ~ncration supplies and the
tunsrrUssion systems needed fat the deli~·cry of chis cnetgy. The monopoly franchising
strucrure was cnacted so :IS to enable highly capital intensivc utilities the opportunity to raise
the financing needed for projects and !O spread out the recovery of these costs ovet a 30 or
40 yeu period with the gua:rantee of a stable customer basco
In the United States this monopoly struCrutc remaincd unwthe btt 1970's. At that time the
Public L'tilities Regulatory Policy Act (pURPA ,1978) of the U.S. increased the U.S. federal
government's involvement in the electrical industry in an effon to encoungc the generation
of electricity ftom wUte fuels, ..,..:aste steam and renewable sow:ces, and to ptomote the
utilization of ste:am from generation fat othet purposes. Energy produced by such me:ans
w:u required to be pw:thased by public utilities at avoided costs, in m effort" to limit the
country's relimte on foreign oil.. PURPA (1978) was dnfted after the oil. crisis of the mid
1970's. As:a result of the opponunities provided by PURPA, and in combination with
advancements in narural gas fueled combined cycle generatioo technology, industries in
some states determined th:at it W2$ beneficial to by-pus electric utilities:and generate their
own electricity. (At this time industries were wimessing subst3nWl incre:ues in industrW
elecmcll rates. From t970 to 1985 industrial prices increased by 86%, and residenti1l prices
incre:ued by 25%, after adjusting for infl:ation [IJ).
Based p:Ltt!y on the success ofPURPA :and the influence,of the Indepcndent Power
Produccrs (IPP'S) which. flourished as:l tesultofPURPA, revisions to the Energy Policy
Act (EPA) of me Vnited States (Oct, 24, 1992) were undert1ken to strongly encourage:ao
inere3se in thc competition for the wholes:aJ.e distnbutioo of el«tricity. This inctC:lse in
competition ~s :achieved by incrC:lsing the authority of the Feder:al Energy Regub.tory
Commission (FERC). This incre3sc in :authority pennined FERC to order tnmmiuing
utilities to provide wholes:ale transmission scrvices to agencies generating electricity for sale
or resale 121...\t that point in rime many very l:arge electricity consumers, bence employers,
were threatening to move out of their present st:ates, :and into st:ates which. could supply
lower cost coergy. These employets demanded access to lower cost supplies from other
states Uuough their elected state represcot:auns. (Avenge utility rates range from 3 to 5
cenes pet kWh in the northwest to 9 to 11 cents per kWh in Califomi:a (t)). Some of the
cosc diffetences which emeed from state to state were the reswt of cost based
compcnuoon schemes which enticed cert::ain utilities to ovet invesr in generating :assets,
p:articululy nuclear sourc;es. Poor business philosophies developed from the credo "the
meters will go around" and other person:al opportunities th.:ac present themse!l'es in :a oon-
competitive culture, :also attributed to price vuUncc. The need to modify the powers of
FERC was necessit:ated by the Public Utilities Holding Company Act (PUHCA) of 1935.
The PUHCA limited me ability of a COrJ;lptny to acquire geognphica1ly distant utility assets
througb bolding companies, mefeby limiting a bolding company's influcnce to a single statc.
The holding act was neccssary bcca.use in 1932 about one half of the mvestof owned utility
muut wu conuoUed by thrce bolding companies.
As a rcsW.t of these regional price differCtlces FERC issued tluee Noric"cs Of Proposed Rule
m2Jring (NOPR), two on Much 29, 1995 and another on December 13, 1995. Thc
Commission then held extensive hcarir:lgs into the transmission of c1cctric energy under its
3uthOrity to rcgub.te industry W'ide interstate commerce and irs luthority to remedy IlfIduc
discrimination as gnnrcd by s«:rion 205:and 20G of rhe Fedenl Power Act (FPA), [lJ. As I
result ofthesc hcarings FERC has published two final rulings conremporaneously on April
24,19%, that have fundamentally changed the electric utility industry in the Unired Stites
and, Iloithout dir«:l authority, in Canada as v,·clL These final rulings are FERC otclet nwnber
888\IJ, which contaim both the final nUe on open access and the final rule on stranded
COst and FERC 889 (ll, 'iIoiUch conuins the lin.al nUe on an open access same-rime
information system, (OASIS). These l intcrt'elatcd final rulings are designed to remove
impediments to the 1lo-h01esa1c tnde of dcetricity, and to give the industry new ditectiOD and
operating guidelines, in an effort to mNce customu costs. As a result of consolidating and
saemiliniDg operations, FERC estimates WI the benefits from these niliogs to be: S3.8 to
$5." billion per yca.r in tbe US in cost sarings. Non-quanrifulblc bene6tS that include benet
usc of ewring rcsoW'ces, anticipated technical and market inDontions, and leu geognpbical
rate distortioos arc additional benefits [11.
t.2 FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION RULE 888
The federal Energy Regu1uoty Commission (FERC) niling 888 is exhaustive by way of
induding the arguments for and against the policy changes dUected towud are-regulated
industry, and as weU, the commission's deciJiions on each policy. Only five of the many
aspecrs which effect re-regulation and which ate most relennt to this thesis will be
mentioned.
1.2.1 Open.\ccess
The legal :md policy comentone of these final rulings i.$ the ability to remedy undue
discrimination in access to the monopoly owned transmission systems that control whether
and to whom electricity can be wheeled. The remedy is mandated open access, a
prescription thar involves wheeling. There are many definitions for wheeling. Simply put,
wheeling is basically the rnnsfer of electrical energy by a tr:lnsmission or distribution
owning utility for other buyers and sellers. In the past, if wheeling \'..as done, it was
generally done on a voluntary and gooct...-ill basis enacted \\ith:l. simple compensation
scheme. The final rule now requites public utilities, which have facilities which could be
used for the tr:ade of electricity in interstate commerce, to file a single non-discrimin1tory
open access tariff. The tuiffis to offer both network load based service, and contract point-
to-point service, to third party users of the systern such as Independent Power Produccn
(IPP's), energy marketers, and competing utilities. Under this new system, a rnnsmitting
utility's native load is to be tr~!ed no differently then that of a third party genentor. The
commission acknowledges a tack of muket power for generators by recognizing that
tnnsmission services remain a natul'ai monopoly due to economics of scale and that unduly
discriminatory and mti-competitive pnctices emt today in the dectric indusuy. The
commission expects that lhis open access rule will provide those customers who ue
prcsendy c~ptive to a single supplier, the ability to obtain less expensive energy.
1.2.2 STR.\NDED COSTS
There ue many definitions for su:mded COStS u it applies to dC1:mc utilities in a te-
regulated environment. Basically stt:mded cons :lle all legitimate, prudently incurred and
\'eritiable in\'cstments made by an decmc energy provider in physical assets, binding power
plUcbase contracts, :md long term fuel purchase conuacts, wblch were entered into in
order to fulfill their regubtory obligations and whicb would have beeD recovcrablc bur for
the implcmcnt:ttion of competition, and which;l.S ~ result of this rcgulatory ch:mge, c~nnot
be reuon~bly rccovered. When a utility sells its facilities, or cancds conuacts, the difference
between thc book value and the proceeds of the sale is considcred the stnnded cost. The
final rulc provides a formula for calculating the stranded costs based on a revenues lost
approach.
The commission discusses numetous scenarios that could produce stranded ir1\'estl'Ileots in
all industry undcrgoing a tt:msition from a regulated ro competitive marker p12cc. Most of
the commissioner's commclus relate to the gencration portion of the industry. The
commission's conclusion on stranded costs is highlighted in the fonowing quote from the
final rule... We reaffirm ow: preliminary detennioation that thc recovery oflegitirruate,
prudent:md verifiable stranded costs should be allowed" [1}. The justification for thcit
position OD. guat:lnteeing investmC1lts takes its lead from the US Prcsident's economic
tqXlrt of Febnary 1996. The relevant potrion of mterest in the economic report compares
the ntes of teturn for regulued and free =ut companies in good and bad economic:
rimes. The economic rcport makes a ase for allowing utilities to recover stranded costs
where these cosa arise from alter·the-&et changes in tegulatOI"J' philo50phy. The r«overy
of these cIwges may come about through the implem.enta.tion of a competitive tntlSition
chuge to :ill CUSlomcn or through the applintion of cxit fees to specific CUSlom~.
1.2.3 RECIPROCIlY
While the Commission hu no authority to order priv1.te utilities to open up thcit
transmission lines indiscriminately 10 third puty supplien, the commission has instiNtcd a
provision where by any private utility which wishes to avail of the wheeling opporruniries
preunted to them. by public utilities mUSI themselves provide public utilities u-ith seC'oices
equivalenr to those which Ihey ue providing to thenuelves in a nondiscriminatory manner.
It is thU provision which ultimately effects the electric utility industry in Cam,da. An esceept
from the linal rulc sates;
The posNring ofOnwio hydro before the U.S.
regulaton plnding for open access and non-
discriminatory lrUlsmission treatment - even for
ClIft-territorial entiries, sbould be met with a strOng
reply thar such provisions should also be affol'ded
mnsmission dependent mtities on the Canadian side
of the border. Ontario Hydro's aggressive punuit of
U.S. market opportunities while the posturing of
Ontario Hydro before U.S. simulW1cously blocking
competitots through the conuol of their lrUlsmissioo
assets an aot be ignored [ 1 ).
For this to occur in Cmada the uogwage, in what is espccted to be chapler 12 of Canada's
Internal Trade Agreement which will deal with intet-provincial wheeling, will have to
resemble the reciprocity provWon of FERC 888 in the U.S.
1.2.4 FLOW BASED PRICING VERSES CONTRACT PATH PRICING
The suitability of contract path pricing and £low based pricing for trlltlsmission customers
in a reoreguhted industry, is discussed in final rule (IJ. The commission stales that mey ,,--ill
not require flow based pricing al Ihe time the final rule is issued because me introduction of
such a requirement could delay the change towards re-rcguh.tion. The commission,
however, does conclude Ihat the long standing use of contract path pricing for determining
wheeling wiffs does not adequately reflect the usc of the tnnsmission system by
generating companies, and as a result docs nOt confonn to economic theory rcguding
genention siting and efficient usc of rcsourecs. In an effort to more adequ:l!ely reflect the
use of "'paciry COstS which was rcqucsted by the participants in the hcuing, the commission
endorscs thc development of tlOll.· bascd pricing mcthodologics so as to evcntually
implemcnt proven methodologies. The commission final report states "...We wish to
emphasize ... we ale nor cndorsing the wditional conwct path apptoach as me..Q.l:lJ:.
available approach... but need to sec bettcr developed approJehcs from the industry before
we can consider generic adoption of altenucive pricing" [II.
The commission recognUc$ the nccd for flow based pricing schemes and thar further
development of these schemes is needed before their implementation.
1.2.5 INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATORS
Independent System Opcntors (ISO) arc fully regulated, independent corponte entities,
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which ue fonned to nunage the interconn«ted uansmission syStern.s of numerous utilities
for the benefit of an potential tranunission users and oot only to the benefit of the owners
of the pbysical pbnt. In addition to the day-to-day operation of such things as re21. and
[e:lctive load b:l1ancing, restonrion, back-up I spinning reserve, and energy dispatch. the
function of the ISO is to notify syStem usen; of things such as available c:lpacity, required
maintenance, security constraints, etc. The commission concludes that functional
unbundling of wholesale services is ncccssuy to implement nondiscrimin:atory Opctl
tra.nsmiuion acccss and that c:orporate unbundling should not be required, :lnd hence ue
nOt m:acchring generation divestiture by the tra.nsmit~gutilities. In undertaking this move
to functional unbundling, the comaUss.ion recognizes that an ISO could phy an impOrt1nt
rolc in the compctiti,-e bulk power markets. The commission h1$ issued codes of conduct
by which the opentional wtbwtdling of utilities, IhlOugh ISOs, shoukl open-Ie to plovide
wholesale buyers and senen access to el«tric powel, if an ISO should choose to be
constructed. The objective is 10 reguhle the monopolistic portion of the industry while
permitting competition to take pace in the other seeton. The basic underlying principle of
[SO opention is the complete removal of the 1505 daily operation from the utility
comp:an.ies from which the [SO was constructed Control room personnel and
management are to have no financial interesTS in, or are not to be influenced ~y. any of the
utilities for which the transmission iftfrutructure is being opcntcd. The ISOs are to have
business strate~s and goals which address the needs for nondiscriminatory electricity
tmlSport.
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FERC'S recommendations and delcrminatiocs on these and other imporunt issues will be
the blue prints by which indlJStry mmagemeot, and iu engineers, arc required to funaion.
1.3 FUTURE STRUCTURE
Based on the rulings of FERC 888 and the recommendations contained within, it is
inevir:able that the structure of the industry is going to have to change to accommodate the
ruling. In some US states it has ilieady thanged. The greatest influence of the FERC ruling
with respect to re.structuring,. comes from its requirement to force utilities that have:
genemioo, tnflsmission and distribution facilities to functionally unbundle the generation
asscts from those of me cransmission and distribution infrastructure in order to provide
electrical customcn with nondiscriminatory access to electrical generation. The Electrical
Power Act (EPA) mues no distinction between the tnnsmission md the dismbution
fa.cilities in terms of their wheeling potenti.al. [2J).
I.J.I GENERATION SECTOR
The generation sector will be the first sector in the industry to fully feel the effect of market
place forces. The tuditional use of COst based revenues will be abandoned for revenues
generated from auctions and spot pricing. This change will create enormous stranded costs.
This fundamental change in tbe way revenues are geoer2ted will force the generating utilities
to enlertain innov'iuive mechanisms for marketing their product and for limiting linancW
risks. Markee strategies, developed from the use of lin2ncial instruments commOD in the
equity and bood markers, such as options, forward contracts, futures and inteuupttble
services ( from both the supply and demand sides), will be available 10 provide economic
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inccnrio:cs to the muk;ct participants who cae StrltCgiC:&1l.y usc Iheir flexibility in generation
lQd conswnplion patterns 10 provide irnmcdtltc economic: gains and hedge$ against
market risks. Rcfcrencn (4-8J de2l with issues rclsted to market clearing peCCI, bidding and
contnCt concepts.
[t is C:l:pcctcd that the maloriey of ccotnels undenakcn in the proposed structure will be
mulrihtcnl, :although bibtcral contnets will aUt as wen. The uchangc of these COOtraCts is
up«ted [0 be facilitated through the consuuetion of power cxdunges. (similar 10 S
commodities uchangc). in usoci.ation widt the ISOs. The bids :ltC expected to include such
things as amOWH of energy. pc3k ckn:Imd. duntion, dclivay :and recapt pomu. finnness,
price. CIC. Generators lnd customcn will provide dosed bids d«trOnir;ally, reference [31.
and the 1o....'eSt priced genentol'S ...i1l be matched: co the highest p2ying CUSlOmcn subject to
SYSlcYnconsu:aints.
1J.2 TR.\NSMISSION SECTOR
8'15cd on the Federal Energy Regulatory Comminion's requirements and on the comments
of industry participantS in the de-regulation heuing. it appears as though the functional
unbundling requested ro mmage me tr:tnlmiss.ion :lUetS, wi!I come abour through the
creation of Independent Synem Operato" (1501). To function properly 1501 will require
the openriomi unbundling of aistiag utilities. The likelihood of the esistenu of lSOs _.
anticipated by the commi5lionen who as a [elult, have proposed guide Iinel fOf their
aeation. ISO. ue an advancemmt in the concept of the power pools, and Regional
Transmission Groupl (RTGI), which are present in different pam of North Americ:a.
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Transmission line owning utilities will hand m-e: the openaoa of their tfUlsmitting asseu (0
the independent system opemtn:.
In a tnIlSnUssion industry structured :uound ISO! and c;:ompctiti~·cbidding procc$5cs, me
ISOs , in close :usociation with the power exchange, will penni! the execution of
generation-customer contracts, based on line :wailability, frequency control, voltage stability,
and other seC'1.1rity constrains. From an engineering perspective this could be seen as the
new fonn of cl;onomic dispatch. 10 order to ensure system security, in a structure such as
this, the ISO will have to manage the production resources required to maint:lin the rC:1Cavc
and real power oeeded by the system itself :as result of the underlying physics associated
with supporting an dcctricity transportation system. This system suppan will be achieved
by guaranteeing black m.n: capacity, quick nut and spinning reserves and by a.lling fot
;unount5 of tcactivc powet ftom locationally selective suppliers. These system requil:emenn
will be called fot by the (SO fot its own use, and will most likely be achieved through the
use of 2.ucDons. Having fint utisfied these requi!emenn, the ISO ....-ill rhen will have to
direct and divert te:U enetgy throughour the system, without ptejudice, to accommodate the
seU and buy matche1. It is f!Om this random and selecti\"l~wheeling of rea! enetgy over the
lransmission lines thar transmission owne!"S will seck compensation for the use of their
physical usets. In a phnse. "the flow of dollats will have to foUo<tl.· the flow of electrons". It
is the need, the W1Iys. and the means for calculating this compensation to the transmission
owning utilities for the use of their lines which this thesis is intete1ted in. The added
production expenses aS$Ociared with line losses and reactive power requirements will be
l4
touched on.
1.3.3 DISTRIBUTION SECTOR
It is inevitable that retail competition will foUo..... wholesale competition. Ret1.il competition
has already beea implemented as (CSt studies in some US states. and full cuS[omer choice
will be implemented in a number orus states inJanuuy 1998. An industry where a
residenW.l customer ncgoti2tes directl)· for his/her po1;l;er needs, or docs so through a
broker, will inirillte changes to the distribution portion of the industry. Distributioo
companies will still act as servicing companies and will be expected to provide 2tId maintain
the physical infrastructure for delivering energy. They will be compensated foc this effOlt
through regubrors based on invenmcnt costs and associated expenses. However,
distribution companies will as well resemble power m:u:keters Il.;th corporate obj«tives
different from that of the regulated poraon of the distribution industry. One of the major
differences between the old fonn of the distnbution industry and me new fonn will he the
fact tbat energy consumers will now be looked upon as "customers" as opposed to nte
payers. To attract and maintain these CUStOmer5 different customer service and m:u:keting
strategies will be attempted to manage this telationship. Marketef5 from me distnbution
utilities will enhance their product wim promotions such as appliances, and cellubt phones,
or will bundle meir energy sale with femOte control of he-aters, real time billing to provide
off peak ntes, and omer services, as provided mrough an :ill.iance wim communiC2tions
companies. The sale of 'green power', generated from environmentally friendly 50utCeS will
be promoted Electric bilb which highlight me cost of the supply from the generator, and
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the cost of tnnsporurion from the tnnsmis$ioo and dism"bution companies uc upcctcd
to be common place.
This dual role of the distribution companies will. require the srpuarion of business activities
andfin:mcialrccords.
The rcm1ining chapters of this thesis consist of re.u:gubrion issues usociatc:d with the: COSfS
of the cransmission infrastructure.
Chapter two deals with the wheeling cost illocation schemes that uc under consideotion
for alloc:uing the com of the physiC2l w.nsmission plant between uscrs. ThU chapter
prescnts a critical discussion of the literature dealing with this lopic.
Chapter tbr~ contains the generalized participation facton. The generation puticipation
In chapter four, the modified IEEE 14 bus urnplc power system hu been successfully
simulated in order to dctcrmine the suitability of the: proposed generalized participation
factors.
The conclusions, summuy l.nd suggestions for future works arc outlined in chapter 5.
CHAPTER 2
WHEELING COST ALLOCATION SCHEMES AND PRICING
2.0 INTRODUCTION
The present and long established means for cllculating compensation for wheeling
transactions has been the contract path method II}. This method is often referred to as the
fictitious contract path. In the anticipation of the more numerous and complex wheeling
transactions thar will rnult from a competitive generation environment, utility mwagcment
are not expected to be satisfied wirh dm approacn as a method for calculating the rental
COstS for energy space on ehe transmission lines far which they are financially !C$ponsible.
.\S pointed oue earlier, the Federll Energy Regulatory Commission (FERq has recognized
this shortcorning and has encouraged the development of other costing schemes to more
accurately reflect the use of a transmission system. The capital cOSt of the phYSICll
infrastructure making up the transmission s~tem, and its associ2ted proeection and conttol
tl:juipment, are the greatest component of the total transmission casu. These COSts, once
undertaken, are independent of network operation. This chaptet outlines some of the
methods under consideration for allocating these costs between system users, and evVU3tes
their positive points 15 well as shorr cornings by way of a critic.al revi..'W of the present cost
16
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andpricingtitetilture.
All the methodologies discussed will be those methods which ace :approprU.tC: tools for
an:l1yzing the COStS associated with firm. U'ansacaons. Finn uansacnons are that cl2ss of
tnns:actions for wlUch the wheeling utility comI!l.irs to having sufficient reserved C1pllcity
available to tr:lnmUl the peak powe: agreed upon, c:ithCt between the d6ignated sending
and receiving busses, or on the netviork as II whole, which evcr the contnct specifies. This
cws of power is distinguished from non-finn CCntners which 1re more opcimillr driven.
This concept is fundamenully si.mi1u to the distinction beN,een firm and non finn power
sales.
The costs (0 be an:L1y:;:ed ate those COSts Issoci2ted with the construction and openrion of
the transmission networ". To Cre2IC lln indication ofwh1t is being discussed, the Iitcr:1nttc
gcnerall~- sep:u:l.tcs the COSt of electricity tn.nsmission infO the following Ihree groups:
Existing system com: The cose of the existing trulsmission sy1lem is the COSt
assocU.ted with the invescment made in building and the expenses incurred in
mainlaining the present transmission svstem. These costS h:ave been incurred,
:and the quesrion becomes how to a1Ioc~te these costs :among tr1lnsnUssion users
[9). Shirmoh:amm:adi in reference [101. refers to this gcoup of expenses as
embedded costs, presum:ably b«ause they are prevalent in embedded COSt
:analysis. These are listed as follows;
return Oil the tr.u1smission nte basc; money to pay for the long
term debt, borrowed to inSt:all the plant.
dcprec:i2tion of tratlsmission facilities. return of investment,
operation and m:a.illten:ance; hardware replacements. inspections.
rcpairsetc.•
we!; property. federal ,provincial, differed,
administrative md general expenses; engineering, transportation.
environmental, etc.
The detailed lin is :available in reference [t1). Tradition.:ally. utilities rolled :all their
gctIeration, tr:a.nsmissioll, and dimibuDon com into one financial report. These past
repom wiU now require diss«tion to determine appropmte transmission cons, in
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order co prevent cross subsidization between different seeTon of the (ampmy, and
to calculate any stranded investments in a puticul.2c sector, :and as well, to make any
economic dedsions.
2) System operating coscs; The opencing COSts of a tnlDsmission trarlsac:tion are
the production ( primarily fuel) costs thu a utility incurs in order to
accommodate the tru1saction [91. Thcy result from cbanges in;
COST of line losse'5, I' R,
cost of rescheduling caused by line loading constraintS and bus
;·ohagelimits.
cost of fe-dispatch associated with Staff up rime and spinning
reserve,unitcomnulInCnt,
additional operation and maintenance.
Hap? in reference [2] refers to these functions 15 ancillaty sttlice! :md adds,
• frc9uency regulation,
• b:lck up suppOrt to the source of the wheeL
To the :lbove list WoUcnberg in [IIJ refen to these [}'Pes of costs as "marginal
costs". presun1:l,bly because the$c types of expenses :lIe analy~ed in marginal cost
analysis. Happ in [11] rden to these com as both "production" :and "operating
costs".
3) Reinforcement cosu; Reinforcement costs arc those transmission infrastruCture
COStS incwred co incre:ase the capacity of the sy51cm to accommodate the
""heeling transaction. These as we-U can be crediu for delaying or avoiding
reinforcements 19,11]. The needed reinforcements, :and ISsowted C1Ipital com,
are determined through the application of traditional le:ast cost ltUisttUnion
expansion methodologies ba~d on expected load growth and geographical
position. Generation costs co provide Vat support are not included here.
The cosu listed abo..-e are quoted Oil an :annual basis in this thesis to mainuin simplicity in
the analogies. However, in reality for a transmission utility, the origical up front cosu of
cotlstruCtion have to be translated into :an annual revenue requirement to detennine the
yeuly income required to compensate the creditors for the money borrowed over the life
of the project. This calculation of annual revC'IJues involves accounting considerations that
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sptead the COst of consuuctioo OUt over a 30 or 40 feu period, cakub.te interest on the
money borrowed, depteci:nc the value of the installed pbnt our its life, aCt"ount for
inflarion, as well as other financial issues. This is done to establish the connection between
the present worth of the installed plant, and the price the users of the system must pay in
every j"eu of the systems life, in order to make the investment profitable.
2.1 DISCUSSION OF TERMINOLOGY
The creaanent and cakubtions, llS applied to 'nsts and pricing in the literature, can be
confusing if critical anention is oat gi"cn to the headings, and subheadings, under which the
com, are discussed. As written by Shirmoh:1mmadi in [121. "For a technical review of cost
based pricing, the distinction between tnnsmission prices and costs becomes very diflicuh
and confusing. This is particularly true ';l,'hen we discuss the incremental transmission pricing
methodologies and may explain much of the confusion in the exisring Iitentw:e on COstS
and prices". If a teadet is keenly awue of the conteXt and headings in which costs are
discussed the teadet will find that. with ...ery few ell:cepcions, each paper ptaduces the same
infomlation, and the same tesults, the difference is mainly in the approach to the
presentations taken by the authors. and the use of '\a.'ords such as "COSts" and
"methodologr"·
Shinnohunmadi:md Happ [11,12] both adtitess the problem oftenninology by imposing a
dislirlction between costs and price. For these two authors "costs" are considered as the
components of the system. which when put together. will create a "price", which the
wheeling utility will chuge. These t'.1rOO authors structure dleir papers by defining prices and
then bre2k these prices down into sub components called costs. Other authon intrOduce
their discussion by outlining costs and then build these costs into a price, without making
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the distinction between costs and price[13J. As well, some :lumon usc the !amc or similar
word to descnbe two different concepn. In [9J, under the heading of 'existing system costs',
ShimlOh:mlmadi states that".... this method is knO'll.'1l as the "posugc sump" or the
"toUed·in" method". Depending on the definition the reader could dunk that these two
tenns are one in the samc. However in {12] this $arne aumor classifie$ "post:1ge stlUll?
methodology" as a sub cbssific:ation of the "rolled-in Transmission paradigm". nus em be
confusing. On the same topic in reference [11 J the author uses a cussifu:ation c:tlled
"RoUed-in-embedded Method" under which he says" the tolled-in method assumes thilt
the cntiJ:c [f;lnsmU;sion system is used in wheeling irrespective of the :lenni. tnrlsmission
facilities that carry the wheel. .. Which is the reason that this method is also called the
postage slamp method. The embedded c3piul COSts correspondingly refl«:t thc entire
system". This is 3 little different from those in reference {12J. In reference {t.fj the 3uthor,
under the huding of "embedded methods", St3tes ......Alloc3tion methodologies differ on
diei: definition:Lrld measw:e of this "extent of use". They C3D be cWsified as 103d flow
bued methods 3nd rolled-in melhods the m3in sborl comings of the lJ.ue[ methods ( such
as pOSf3ge st3mp and conWCt puh)..." . W'h:l.t the 3ulho[ is S3ying here is th3t the contract
p3th method is 3 roUed-in method, as is the posuge mmp method, however contnet p3th
pricing is not, 3CCO[ding to the definition quoted from [efercnce{IIJ. The [cason is th3t the
conttact path docs not 3ssume the usc of the entire system in the transaction, however it
could be if the definition in reference [121 is followed. This analysis may seem trivial,
however il can be very confusing, as the differences ue subde. The best 1pprollch wben
rClilding the fiter:lture is to look past the definitions and 1t the underlying philosophy of the
disCU$sion.
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There vc other e:urnples of these sortS ofloose de6nitioas in the IitcraN:e. To establish 1
sWldud by ...hich to esplaiD the different cost methodologies, 2nd to :avoid confusion in
this thesis., 1M author wiD. UK :a discilmicn which is used by Shirmotwnmadi and H2pp in
most of their public2tioos. Prices :and price mcthodologin wiD be C2lcubICd based OD me
cosu or the cost methodologies (~rors) used. The COSt methodologies will be :allooton
for dividing up the C:051 of the: system between users. Price: methodologies wiD be: Ihe: way
the: costs ue combined and suucfUfed [0 estab~h price:.
1:.2 PREMISE
To ev:1lU1lC the: different COSI 'U1d pricinll: mcthodologies a stl0dard Of c:riICtU h:r.s co be:
cmblishcd br which to make judgments. Based on the" final ruling FERC 888 Pl. the:
following two issues will be the criteria for m:aking evalu:lotiont.
2.2.1 INDUSTRY STRUCTURE
In FERC 888 {tIthe commillion indiates that there: will be DO competition in the
wnsrnissioo component of Ihe industry. Their ugwnenl is that Nf6cienl economies of
sc2Ie :u:c present in the transmission sJ'$tem. &om which oaNnJ. monopolies dC'<"dop.
Sr.uemmts sUnibr co the previous are found in other pipers [IS,l6J. BeaUSC! mere ~-iIl be
no competition, for no., muket based, or value hued rites will not be considered. Prices
bued on supply Uld dcawld for tnnsmission suvicn where U':lnstmnion wstomers will
PlY b2Kd on wlat mq fed it is worth to them, will nor be discussed, simply beCJUSC the
tnnsmission customer will hIVe no other sautee from which 10 shop for services. To chit
end, me long eslJblished custom of cost based pricing wil1 continue in this $«lor of the
industtyin the neu future.
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2.2.2 STRANDED COSTS
In final niliog 888 [I), FERC bas stated that aU verifiable com will be recovered. With this
concept in mind it \1,il! be: required that the: com of the mnsmission network be re.:ovc:red
from (b.e users of the network to prevent any cross subsidization from other parts of the:
utility indusuy or from outside sources, and !o ensure that the: uansmission netwOrk
receives sufficient rc:venue co pay for the plant installed, the maintenance associated with it,
and rcturn on investment.
2.3 PRICING SCHEMES
As pointed our earlier, the groupings, suuctUle, and terminology presented in the: papers is
not consistent. However, pricing methodologies. can be broken down LnW three major
groups. Happ in refefence [11 J bre2ks them down in the following NO groups:
I) embedded cost of wheeling methods,
2) long run increment:U COSt of wheeling methods.
[0 reference (t7] he adds the following to the above list:
J) 5hon run marginal cost mechods.
Shirmohunmadi, in refereoce [12l. brws COSts down into twO majot groups, while
covering the same materia1. His groupings :are:
I) rolled-in transmission pricing paradigm,
2) incremental transmission pricing paradigm.
In an earlier work (lOl. which is a fundamental paper on wheeling, Shirmohammadi lists
thr~ pricing schemes as:
I) embedded cose pricing,
2) marginal COst pricing,
J) value based pricing.
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One needs to note, however, choat the s[tUCturc and litles are not '1S imponant '15 :are the
underlying concepts.
2.3.1 EMBEDDED PRICING
With this form of pricing scheme,lls outlined in method number 1 ofrcferences (10-12, 17],
the COSts of reinforcements to the aan5toission system, if required, ate added to the COStS of
the existing infr:rmucnue when costing c:lkubcions :Ul: performed. If the com of
reinforcements :are added to the total costs of the nisring infnstrUcrurc to crea.tt a new
rot:li COSt, then the possibility exists for identifying the cost allocator as a roned-in mctnod.
rr the cost of reinforcements :are added to the costs of the specific fllcility to wroth rhe
rtinfOtcemems ue made, rhen the term embedded cost is problbty morc appropriate. This
IOnl cost, either calculated on an entire S)'1Icm bues or on a fllciliry-by-facility basis, is then
divided becwcen the users of the system based on some 1I.locator to apportion the existing
cosu and reinforcement cosu beNleen the tr3nsmission users. There are numerous
1I.locaton listed in the literature. Happ in [11,17], listS some of these as:
1) rolled·in-embedded,
2) conrractpath,
3) bounduy Bow ( line by line),
4) bOWlduy flow ( net inten:hange),
5) line -by-linenegarive change,
6) line-by-Iine magnitude addition,
7) line.by.tine only positive change.
Accordingly, to Sbirmohamrradi in reference [13J they are:
I) postage stamp methodology,
2) conttacr path methodology,
J) disunce based MW- Mile methodology,
") PO\1o"er Bow based MW-Mi1e: methodology.
Othen use some ofthc:sc methodologies via diffc:rentnames (14]. Note that while some of
the$C: :illoaton use the fC:ml "cn:umission line" only, the W1derstanding is tim the nme
methodologies apply to other tr.Insmission resources such 15 tr.InsfotnletS, tcac;ton, relays,
1nd olher subs!arion equipment.
Through the \4l!' of this a1IoalOt the rQrly uisring syslem com C....,. arc added to the
~e:arly reinforce:mmt costs for the entire system C,...,. to creale a tOW system ton, c...,. as:
C..... =c.~+c...., (2.')
The toW S),tcm cost C..." is then divided between the srstc:m user'S, based on a uscn load
at the rime ofsystcm peak. to determine Ine annual price which the user will pay to Ihe
whcclinguciliry:
p~=c..,·(p,/pP"T') (2.2)
Where, p~ is the toW price user s p:ays for system use per yeu, in year y,
p.. is usa s" power at the time of sf5tcm peak. and
p1-'7' is the mnual. peak POWC:S' aD the sysrc:m.
It is to be indicated that DO loacll1o... or system studies arc conducted with this allocator.
The contr.lcr path alloator, also called the point'IO-point method or sometimes the red line
method, assumes that the electricity wheeled is confined to a particular path on the
tr:a.nsmission system and that other partl of the aansmission system do not aansmit any of
the energy. An cbarge:s for wbcding based aD this method are ba5e:d aD the COlt of the
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apac[J' of th~ lines thu make up the link between me smdiDg and uccr.ing busses.
RmforcemnH costs, if they enn, are added to the emting plant COSI$ of the lines in
question if the reinforcements are 00. the: pam sp«ified. No load flow or system sNdies:ltt
On a per line basis tbe toul ready cost of:l line ill given as:
(2.J)
where, CtJ" is the total con of tnrlsrnission line L, in year y,
C•.I.r is the COst of existing plant on line L. in feu y and,
C'J.!' is the COlt of rei.nforcemcnu on line 1., in yeu y.
The yeWy per capacity CO$t of aline, in S pet M\V is given:as:
The yearly price of wheeling on line L for usee J: would be
p~=c...,·pp.oJ
(2<)
(2.5)
where, p~, is the price user J: pays the wheeling utility for the use of line L, in
yeary and,
Pp..oJ ill user I'S peak PO'lllet on line L
The roul price for wbeeling~;nbe the prite per line summed over aD the lines in the
cooteaCt path and is given:as:
(26)
where, tare the Iincsin the psth.
Boundary Bow aIlocatioo of tons are very similu 10 those of the postage stamp aDo<:ation
above, in that the COSIS of any reinforcements required to accommodate the tnnuction ue
lumped in with the costs of the ellisting system without considention fot where: the
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reinforeernents are placed :md fOf whom they moS[ benefit. The net effect to a system from
a wheeling U:lDSaction passing through the system is calculated by perfonning load flow
SNclics Voirh md without the wheeling tnIlsacrion to determine the quantity ofttansacted
power passing through the system. Modifying reference [11J, the yeatly pIke paid to the
wheeling company is calculated ~sed on twO approaches:
intertie-by-intertie: PR..... = C.~ • (I/: E I.&P,... !I Pp,,,) (2.7)
Where, p..... is the power on the interchange lines of the: wheeling system.
net inrerchlloge: : PR.w = C•., • ( VJ ~ I(J: net interchange. 1/ P"",,) (2.8 )
Where, nct interchange is power flow between the wheeling utility ~md a
neighboring utility K.
It is to be noted th:lt equations (27 ) and (2.8) are not the same beCilU$e ofloop flows
\l'hieh can go out through one neighboring utility and come back intO the wheeling utility
through :loather neighboring utility.
In reference [13], the author approaches the bOWldary flow a little differently by consideriDg
only the change in power flo....ing out of the wheeler's system. The author calls it the
"power allocation method", (pAM), and still bases the wheeling price on the total system
COSt. The author does nOt caII it an embedded method, be simply lists PAM as a tool for
application and ell:presses the toul yearly price a wheeling customer pays for the use of the
physical system ~useu is given as:
PR....., = C.~ O[ (L (tloww. k - flow....., \; »/ magnitude of
transaction] (2.9)
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2.1./A Mtt,owafl·Mil, AI/II(a/flr QJ i/ appliu t/J ,,,,brdikdpridll!,
The Meg.awatt.l\1ile illOGlCOl is the most popuht and most discussed cost based allocator in
the IitCrl1tutc. This is the principal flow based allocator referenced by FERC in ruling 888
[lJ. A number of ~uthors express si.mila:r ideas on how to implement II flow based alloator
3.Dd on what II flow bued allocator should be based Foc the PUlposcs of this thesis some
of the mote relevant works will be individually discussed.
Reference [10) is one ofche earliest papers on flow bllsed allocato" and is widely tefetcnc;ed
by other authofS. In this paper, Shinnohammadi describes a flow based alllXatOt which
distributes COSIS bet'lleen users based on their use of the total system COSt, and system
capaci[),. The :lUthor begins by fust determining the cost of per unit capacity per mile for
each line, II term which he calls WI_ His per unit capacity per length cost WI , is not 2.
mulriplicr based on the actual expenses incurred to build a particubr line, r20ther il is a mOle
gener:ll escim20te based on constrUction practice. This alloc:l.tor determines the con per
megawatt-mile cap200ty of a line b20sed fTUinly on the vo1tl.ge cbss of the line, but as well
includes such things as the conductot type used in the lines constrUction, and prob20bly,
llthough he does not specify it, tower design. Once determined, this cost per unit cap20cicy-
length for each line, WI> is then multiplied by the magnitude of the power being wheeled
across line I and then again by the line length of line I to esublish a doUar 6gure (or the
power tnnsferred over the line in question. This process is repeated for all lines in the
transmission system to cr~te a summation. This proceS!i i!i then repeated again for all
transactions in the system to creale a summ20tion of the summations. This double
summation is then divided into the summation of a particular tnnsactiOQ to esublisb the
Iota! price paid to the wheeling company for that transaction. Any reinforcements required
"to accommodate the wheeling transaction would be added to the tOW existing system coscs.
not on a fac:ility-by-f:acility baw, but to the system as a whole. Ac:c:ordingly, the clpre$sion
for the price:l customer pays per I'CU for the use of me phrsical tr:msmission system is
given as:
PRv., = CU,J' [~WI' Po)' ~l/[L.EWI' Pd' L,J (2.10)
wbere, WI is a bernt reHecring the COst of line I on a megawatt-mile bases (S /
MW.~l).
r... is the length of line I in miles,
P oj is the power flow over line i at the rime of system peak resulting
from the tr:msaction nfuser x lind,
X is tbe set of all transactions.
The author indiCllccs that the mcmod for determining the flows on me lines resulting from
each transaction is to be cnacted by pctfonning de load flow omalysis on eac:h transaction
lI.ithOUl having 10Y of the other transactions present in the system. Trmuction:t is the only
flow on the system lit the rime the dc load flow is perfonned. This method does not
account for the intenctions of simultaneous power flo\1.'s on the system. Howevct the
effects of simultaneous uansactions = be drawn out of the author's second ex:unple in
reference [10J where he employs generation shift facton,
In SlUrmohammadi's second e:umple, he complicates the analysis by suggesting wheeling
uansactions whereby multiple loads and multiple genentions are present in a contraer., and
both vuy between minimwn and maximum values over the wheeling contnct period. The
author then presents the problem of how much line capacity must be reserved on ~ch
uansnUssion line so that the wbeeling company can ensure its commitment to always having
:ldcquate capacity on the system to satisfy the whee~ U1d then to ultimatdy charge the
company requesting the wheel based on the capacity that the wheeling utility has to set
aside. The wheeling utility cannot rent the needed line capacity to any other company
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beause the wheding comp1ll1J' has committed (0 having the resen"n in the line. The author
poses the solution to this problem of multiple sources :l.I1d loads., by performing t load flow
a.I12Iysis on the syuem ...-ith only this group of tnnUCOoIl5 present. He then suggests tM.t
the wbeding comp:ltly estimate, Uld m2ke COll5WH. the demands at the k>:ad bUS5n, from
company X. at the rime of sy$Tern pea. in order [0 remove onc group of changing
,-wbles from the possible solution. It is then suggested that the wheeling utility adiU$t the
:unount of generarion by company X , over all of in extremes (genencion limits of
company X) to determine the resulting muimum flows possible on each line, that em be
Crelled, depending on the method of dispatch chosen (0 feed the fUed load,. nus method
for simulating line flows aVe{ the variation in penoon, is duaugh me use of generation
shih fac:ton whiclJ permit the whttling utility to simul:ne the possible scenuios of geocnror
disp2ICh. The equarion for determining a price (0 the company wishing (0 have power
'I\"hcelcd is urucnued the same _y as before except thaI P<J which W;LS constant b~fot~. is
now the maximum of company X's Bow over line I as detected through possible vari:ltions
in dispatch.
Happ in referenc~ (I I} provides his version of a megawatt-mile methodology under the
he3ding "line-by-line method". Fot this author's analysis tM total system cost is the coS( of
the esisting ttarmnissioll plmt plus the cost of nrinforcements, sune u noted in CC(U:llion
(21 ). However, in the ClSC of reference [111 the coso U~ based on accountingpnetice as
oppoRd 10 estimates based on construerion tabits. It is this diffettQce in determining the
costs of tbe fac:ilities that differentiates the NIO methods. Happ in [I I) suggests thaI in order
to determine the amount of power which Bows over a transmission line as a tuult of a
tnnsaction, the wbeding comp:ltly should complete two load flow simulations on the
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wheeling 5f5tem. One study without the wbed present and one with the wheel p~t, (0
establUh the difference in line flows. This method for determining line llows is diffUeDt
than the previous method proposed in reference [10). Happ in (cramet (11) includn
accounting considerations such as net: pl:uat nJue, depreciation, pttSCnt worth :malysis and
~ual fixed chuge nlte5 in his origirul eqwtion. AccordinglY:I simplified expression fot the
ynrly price which a Uluumission customer must pay (Ot the usc of the pbysic2l plant is
wnltenu;
PR....,=<:"', ·(~b.MWMiles... I Eo MWMiks.) (21t)
Where, 11 MW MilcSu is the change megawatt flow on line I as a reswt of
tunsacrion x multiplied by the length orline I in mJ1es. There ue three
variarions, they ue given as,
l) Where the negative A l\.£W ~We chmgcs 00 lines are
subtracted from the positive 11 MW l\.filc cb..anges on lines to
produce :a lower wheeling cost. Produce a credit if neg2rivc,
2) Where positive md negative line d120ges arc fint coovettcd
intO magnimdes beforC' being add, s.amc as Shinnobamm2di,
md thus 'l1l whee/$ wou:ibul:c to an inaC2Sc in wbeeling costl,
~d.
J) Where only posilive 11 MW Mile: chulgcs are consider~
negative d MW l\ii1c c!wl.ga :ue treated :as tao, mcrc:by
remo-.ing the opponunity fot 1 cudit. while ll.t me same time
o.ot ae:aringl penalty.
It is suggested tb.,1.[ MW Miles, C'aO be either;
1) t) the toW lo:ad on line I , in meg:avnw multiplied by the
length of line I in milC$. Happ doe. not indicate It wbat time
the lowlo:ad is to be delermined, however it will be 15Sumed
to be:at system pe:ak. Shirmohammadi in reference ( 10) only
coosidcredline nring.
2) the line ap:aCty or line ~ in meg:awaw multiplied by the
length orline lin miles, same u Shirmoh:ammadi
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K~ in (1J) desc:nbes duee versions of:l megawatt mile aUoalor. his last two, which
come UDder the hading "Genentaed Flow Mile Methods" &te fimdammtal1y the same as
other works. He describe1 an aIloatOt we divides up the systems coul COst in the same
WI?:as reference (to] and lIS in rcference (t II, whtte the author pcnnincd the division or
dcrinrions of cosu based aD some measure ofsyscem apacir:y. In refcfC!Qce (13). the
author reserves the tcnn "mC'~watt·rni1cmethod" for cost division based on a.pacicy. The
second method under this nme "F1owmile" heading is the same as that of reference (IIJ. In
that rcfcreocC' Happ divides up the COSts of the systeJn based on a ratio of toul flow.
Wsrance c1unge resulting from :I transaction, to the total !low-dU;t~ on die lf1ttm from
all lOn-uctions.:I ratio oruse as oppowd to a percentl8C' ofinst:al1ed capacity.
Kones' tint megavntt mile :illoator, which be places unda the beading" Usage Method",
is in some W2~ similat to other methods. in realiry they :lie ill similar. However, what is
uniqut: about Kovacs' :malysis is that he docs his ana1ylis On :I faciliry-by-&.cilir:y bases as
opposed to a regional or system wide bues. His approach is co divide up the cost of e:Iocb
individual line amongst the usen of that line. This division is blKd upon the impact that a
wbetting cransaction bas on a panicular line as determiDcd by me change in the tine flo.....
The toal. yeatly price which a transmission cuscoma musc pay based 00 the UKr'1
paccocagc of flow ova each line can be written as.
Where, PIlu., is me toW price payed by user X to wbed on the systcttl.
ell is the toW COlt of line L, and
4Pd is change: in poWcl' flow on line L resulting from the cransaction wich
_x.
Kovacs, likr Shirmobammadi, usn abaolute nluc signs in the CC{Ultioo to aCCOUDt for
ch:&D.gc:l in power flo.." and does discuss the effects of Dot uaioB the abaolute nluc signl.
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For Kovacs, the costs of reinforcements are attnbuted to the particular line which receives
the reinforcements and not to the entire system.. Kovacs does this analysis under the
heading of "embedded COSt methods", as opposed to "roned-in :.J.!lOC2.tors". TI1U is a good
example of highlighting some of the confusion in the literature regarding these two renns.
The costs iD tim example ue roUed-in on a line-br-line basis to those: lines receiving
reinforcements 3S opposed to being rolled into me entire system. costs, which is why it is
referred to 'is an embedded method. It is to be d.a.ri5ed that it is nor a tolled-in method
beause all costs arc nOt rolled-into 2m; number for the Snrire 5f!Um.
2.3.2 DISCUSSION OF THE EMBEDDED COST METHODS
2.;.2.1 POllagt Stamp iHtthod
The mw short coming ofche postage stamp method is milt it chuges all users of the
system based on ;1 ratio of their tootnbution to the peak power levd without taking into
account the distance over which the energy is tnnspot'ted. A tr2nsmission user selling
gener~ted power to a cwtomer near itself gains no advant~ge over ~ gener::ator selling power
remoee to itself ~nd 1$ a result. thi.!I COSt aI1oc~eor does noe produce Ci:onomic signals th~t
will properly influence the location of new genen.tor plants. With this method ~ gener:ator
close to in own customer m~y decide to by-pus the existing transmill$ion system all
together. Ibis will be pointed out when the benefits of the MW·Mile methods are discussed
in section 23.24.
2.J.2.2 COlltract Pl1Jh Mtlhods
The mm deficiency with the contr::aet path method is that it does not adequaeely represent
the actual path over which umsmitted eaergy tr::avds. 'That is 10 say, it ignorn the physics
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associated urith dea:ricaI tnnsmissioo. Energy, when entering intO a grid &om a genentOf.
divides up inversely based on the impedance it mc;:ounten in the !ina :and is DOt confined
to the contnet path selected. This problem. is refetred to u loop flow Of the paraI1d psth
problem in the Iiteratule. [18). Contnct puh methods do oor :I~tdycompensate
neighboring utilities whose rcserve lip;tem clp2city is diminished by the wheel in qucSOOD..
This is the imperus behind FERC's suggestion fot developing motc cremble costing
methods
2.).2.) &1I11dary FkJ. MtllMds
The maiD shortco~ of the boundary flow methods arc the same u the posugc sump
method, in wr the estern of use of the amsm1ssioo system is not adequately reflected in
the evcnrwJ. price paid by the wheeling customer.
2.J.2.4 Mt~MiItAIi«tlllJf1
The classic mcg-aw:an mile :l1Iocator proposed in refcreocc {IOJ is:lfl improvemeDt over the
postage stamp allocator. This is pointed out in the discussion when the author compares the
two alloa.lon based 00 a simple system. In that author's csample, he compares rwo
tunuaionl. each 1000 kW, ont is a sbort di!t:mcc tnnsacuon using less system resouKeS
than the other trmsacrion, which is long disW1CC tt2lUacrioQ. The posuge Stamp method
would require each utili,.,. to pay me wheeling utili,.,. 50'/, of me system cost. Through the
usc of this version of the megaw:r.tt-mik approach. me short disuncc utiliry would be
required to pay only 7 '/0 of the system costs. The utiliry transmitting its energy I long
disunce would be ~quired to pay 93 'to. This is a more acc:unte retlcc:tion of the usc of
system rnources. The maiD shortcoming of t:his methodology (tOl is thar system capacity is
a me:aslltt which reflects price. Transmission systems are almost :l1ways o"'er designed. Qne
of the reasons for this is system S«Uriry. nus is an:asset which a U$U should pay for.
However, ;mother re'ason for onr designing is simply related to the available ",oltagc: !e"els
and conductor sizes av1.ibble to the designer wben considering an origin:l1 design or
upgrades, and the cost of pcrfonning upgrades ,.t2l: :after yeu. This tends to make c:ap:aar,.
values :appear lumpy or w,crete. As 1 result of pricing transmission :access b:ased on c:ap:aciry,
it is 1:i1d,. that ~ the installed apacity will not be used:and:as a result the revenue generated
from wheeting tnruac;rions w:ilI. under recover me needed dolhrs to support me system. As
a ren!tt this medlod 'Q.ill produce stnnded costs which ue to be avoided II]. In addition the
issue of defining apacity bu b«n raised by some other$. C:apaciry can be defined based on
thennal limits or on surge impedance loading. The Fedet21. Energy Regulatory Commission
h:as entered intO a discussion on spare ap:ac:iry in order to clarify issues relaring to the
propcr determination of tnnsmission ap:aciry.
H:app in [11J improves on StUnnob:lmJ1'l:adi's idea in reference (101 for dividing up me COStS
of the system. between usen b,. basing the user's price on a peKentage of total use b,. aI1, 2S
opposed to capacity_ With this appro:ach, the tOtal percentage of s,.s{em use bt:rwem uun
will :always tow to one. This will pro'l'ide full recovery of costs, which is the desired
objfftive. Ho....ever in refamce [II) the authordivicles up the cost of the total system
between usen, and does not dime up die cosu on a fac:ility-b,..fatility basis.
KoOocs in refettr:lce [13} improves on the work in It I) by dividing up the cost between
usen not on the system as a whole, but on a faci!ity-b,..&ciJiry blSC5, while at the same
calculating the use of a liDe :as the flow of a transaction divided b,. the sum of the flowt.
This :&Voids the capacity issue :lDd ensuR:S tlw: the total of an the racios of use wiJ1 equal
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one. The division of costs on ;p. facility by facility basis between users ensures that the users
of the more expensive poroons of the system pay for such usc. This is the most desirable
method.
One of the issues common to all megawatt-mile indicators is the issue of what to do when
a wheeling transaction indicates that there has been a reduction in line flow as a result aftbe
wheel. This was pointed out in references (11.131. The noo of use can be simply foanulated
There uc three principal conditional changes in power flow on a line. These arc as follows:
I) The sign associated with the pO\l,er flow (direction) from the wheel is retained
and when added to the prcdomimmt powel flow, can cause a nct increase or
decrease in flow on the line in question.
2) The sign associated with the power flow (direction) from the wheel is discarded.
50 thaC only the absolute value is considcud. U1d when added to the otbet
power flows through the summation process ~iI1 cause only a net increase.
J) Those wheels which cause a reduction of flow on the line in question ate
discuded and not included in me summatioD
In references [10,13] me absolute value approach, condition C\\IO abo\"e, has been used.
Reference (IIIIC2ves chis oprion open. One of me problems with condition 1 above is mat
it is possible for a wbeeling customer [0 produce a negative value lIoithin the summation,
this in tum would produce a wheeling credit. If the wheeling transaction under
consideration reduces line loading but at me same time produces no alleviation of
congestion, simply becausc no congestion emted, then me wheeling customer would
receive a credit for alleviating a problem that nevcr existed. However, there ue instances
when the reduction in congestion, resulting from the siting of generation such as to reduce
me predominant flow in a part of the system, is beneficial For such an action at that time,
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it would sum llppropriatc that the generator receive credit for :avoiding or delaying
teirlforcements. This can only be determined :after a contingency analysis, where the
generator commits to a~bility during those peak times when liae reduction u required.
However, the greater concept of r~ardingsystem uscrs, or penafu:ing system users, fOf
reinforcfments is not :a concept consistent with embedded COSt lnalysis. With embedded
cost analysis no one user receives a penalty, or cceWt, for reinforcements. As a gcner.ll rule,
embedded cost llIoc:lton. and some others to be discussed, chuge system users based on
their contribution to the system peak. Gcccntors tr:uumiu::ing without contributing to the
peak flow receive lower access tariffs. Consistent with this philosophy those gener::.con
which reduce line flo....·!. lind u such are not contributing to syslem peak should receive
reduced t:uiffs. making the third option realistic.
Another complication could exist if the summation in the nwner:ltor is permitted to be
calculated while including the negative sign for those wheels which reduce load, while in the
denominator the absolute value of all the changed flows were used in the summation. TIlls
complication would exist because the ntio of numentor to denominator would be less than
unity theteby reducing the revenue input to the wbeeling company. However, it is possible
for the denominator to be Glculated with the negative sign included.
2.3.2.5 CfJ11I11Illlls fJ/I all E",btddtJ MllhfdJ
The: advant1lgc:s of embedded cost allocaton are: their obvious simplicity, with the postage
stamp allocator being the simplest. Anothet ldv2ntage of the mliority of the: a.Uocators is
thu, access fees are based 00 a percentage of system peak 101d It is the system's peak load
whicb detenniDes the needed desiga capacity md cost. Wheeling:at times other than peak
period would produce a reduced access fee. This diversity diminishes the need for s",tem
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cxp:msion, <111d makes better usc of existing capacity. This stand2:rd demand side
management concept was not brought out in the literature.
Embedded, and other methods, which apportion the cost of the existing system :rnd
reinforcements between usen Wnit tbemsdves to th:at. That is to say. they arc alIoc:uors for
di~;ding up the costs of the physic:u transmission plant only, and they in no way account for
the line losses, genention disp1TCh, and vu compensation that 11. system requires to pennir it
to function as a proper mmsmission system. However, having recognized this limitation
:another group of a.IIocators have been consuuclcd to account fOf these production issues.
One such group of allocato" arc those titled short run marginal costs (SR..o\lq.
10 addition to the problem of production costs, economic considC'ntions do not suppon
the way which embedded methods include the coS[ of reinforcements into the calcuhtions
i.e. ilie fact iliat reinforcement costs get lumped in with ilie ewting costs. Dispersing the
costs of reinforcementS between all users of the system is not economically justified as these
costs are not properly charged to those users who force the upgrades to occ;ur. Some
embedded aIlocaton ue wone than odlen on this issue. The methods that roll the COStS of
upgrades in with the tOtal costs of the existing system, such as the pos~ge swnp method,
the bouaduy now method and some fonns of the megaW11n-mile indic1lrors do this. With
theu methods, the percen~geof the upgt:llde cnsts are then allocated to alI sY1tem users
tegardless of the customer's electrical use of the upgrades. The flow mile method {13]. is an
improvement in this regard because it calculates the costs of the ewting syStem. and
reinforcementS on a facility-by-fac:ility bases. Hence when upgrade costS are accounted for,
they become included in only those facilities requiring the upgrades. As a result only the
users of the particular upgt:llded piece of the system are charged with a portion of the
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upgrade cOStS, not all customers. However. admittedly those existing customers on that
pan of the system would shue in the costs of reinforcements. This docs not conform. with
economic theory. Proper economic signals should be issued to those system users requiring
the upgndcs. This is where the concepts of what are called marginal and incremental cost
-an:alysis begins to be applied. Incrcmcow cost analysis is the topic of the neu section.
1.3.3 [NCREMENTAL COSTS AND PRICING
In order to :l.cCOmmOdale the wheeling company for me added upcmes associated with
upgrading a ttansmission system for :1ddiciooalloads, the increased costs are required to be
converled intO a wif£. The discussion of what costS are to be included in this tariff, md as
to how these expenses are to be assembled before being divided beN/een system users,
\'aries depending on the cost allocation scheme used. In the last section the cons for the
necessary additional physical structures, or upgndes, needed to make the system robust
enough w handle these new and additional loads were included with the eWOng system
costs either as an addition to the total sum of the existing system costS or as an increase to
the Cost of specific: facilities. These reinforcement costs were then divided amongst new and
existing customers. This is known as the embedded method. With the incremental approacb
to costing and pricing, the COSIS of reinforcements may be treated separately from existing
system costs and charged to only those customets requiring the upgtlldes. In addition the
added production COSts arc included in an incremental based electricity tariff.
Incremental. costing methodologies are broadly classified into twO types. They CaD either be
classed as shon: run incremen!Jll costs, or they can be classed as long ron incremental costs.
The short ron incremental cost fonn calculates only the added cost of new production on
aD iDaemen!Jll basis "Without regard for reinforcement costs. Long ron incumental cosling
J9
a1cubtes the total sum of all cosu [0 the wh«ling company fOf apenses incuned 10
acCommochlc the whed. For Ioog run incremental costing this includes the added con of
DC'W pbyW;21 reinfor=ents., addiriotul. opcr.uion and m1iatena.acc. md of new production,
to be charged only to Dew cus[omm on an inc;remental basis.
2.J.l./ Short f71" brrrrfll'1Itm ~1l ""thod
The shott run incremental cos! (SRIC) methods 1CCOunl {or the [otal change in production
costs c.lpecienced by the wheeling utility, assocUlcd with the new wheeling traoucoons
mal:ue being considered over the life of a specific least C01! cIJ)ansion study period. These
lOW ch:l!1ge5 in production cosu over the stuG; period uc estimat~by performing optimal
po""er llow ( OPF) studies. Two OPF studies uc conducted for the period ov« which
£UNtC Jo1d growth is being cOll$idered. One is performed for 1M! feu in the srudy period
when all wheeling tr:aos:lcrions, aad aJl physical reinforcement pro~cts., are in puce 00 the
system, in Older 10 determine the production com at that point in rime in the fuNte. This
10111 production cost will be designated as (PC.. :\ second OPF study is conducted for
some point in the study period thar considers my reinforcements that were previously
pbnned fot this study period, but which are not the dir«:t result of the nEW tnDuetioru
being considered in this period. These: are rein£"o«"etnenu that have been planDed in
adv-mce and that would .!uve been underuken regardless of the findings in this present
study. The production costs at this rime. with the already committed reinforcements, will be
designated as IPC.. It is the diffeunce beW«n the tOtal production costs IPC. and the
tefcrmce production costs fPC.. that the wheeling utility will divide betwcm those
=tomen associated with the ClCW additional future loads that were not previously
considered.
.6.IPC, = IPC, - [PC, (2.t4)
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Where, IPC, are the (Otal production com of the wheeling utility at that time in
the study period when all the wheels aIe bei.rJg conducted and aU the
tcinforcemcllts :LtC in plate. cJ;prc5scd in $/yeu,
IPC, vc the production costs :moci2red with that point in the sNdy
period when any prc\;ously committed to reinforcements and wheels :uc
present on the wheelers system, expressed in S/ycu. and
~PC. is the difference bctv..een the above COSts which will be shued
between the new customers requiring increaud opacity. E:tprc$$cd in
Slye:u.
In order (0 determine actcs! fecs for customcn, the allocation of these COStS betv,cen the
gener:l[ors of these new wheeling loads will be c~l.2.incd in the secrions dealing with
inclcmcntll aJ]OClItOfS in the klOg run incremental cost secction, as follows.
Long run incremental COSts (LRIC) 2ocCOunt for the changes in production cons and the
changes in infrastructure com which:ne assoctl.ted with the increased loach being
considered in the study period. The changes in production costs ate as outlined above. The
changes in infrastructure COSts ue calcul:ned via the use of least cOSt expansion
methodologies.
Some of the long run incremeotal costing methods (LRlC):are listed as follows [I l,l7J
1) LRlC ( doUar per MW :illocation),
2) LRlC (doUar per MW Mile Allocation negative change),
3) WC (doUar per MW Mile Allocation magnitude addition),
4) WC (doUar per MW Mile Allocation only positive change), and
S) WC (tnter&.cc flow by region).
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For:a specific: srudy period, the requited reinforcements, the time these specific
reinforcements are needed, the :assonued capital invescn~ts. and ilie gencnting companies
which initiated the requirements, are identified by the wheeling utility. In incremental
3nal~is, the differences in total reinforcement costS over the sNdy period are shared by the
customers being considered in th:u study period. This is dUtinCf from marginal COSt anll.ysis
which only allocates :a percentage of the total costs between cuslOmcrs. This total chllnge in
reinforcement com is calculated by fust determining the total costS associated with all tbe
reinforcements that will be requiud as the result of all wheeling ovcr the life of the !rudy
period. This will be designated as IRe,. Secondly, the rcinfortcmcnt costs associated with
any upgrades thaI were previously scheduled to be pcrfonncd over the COtUit of the srudy
period, reg:udless of the conclusions obtained from the present study. are identified. These
referellce costs will be designated as IRC,. The difference of these reinforcement costS to be
3lloc3ted betweell new CUStomers is gi.en 35;
6IRC, = IRC, • IRC, (2.15)
where, fRC, is the tOt:a! COSt of:all the reinforcements that will be constructed
over the entire life of the study period. The ,"ost of all reinforcements 1I:C
brought back to year 1 of the study period, Expressed in '/year,
IRC. is the tOt:a! CO$! of reinforcements th:u were previously scheduled to
be undertaken during this study period as a result of previous studies and
are not l5soci2.ted with any of the oew wheels being considered. The COst
of all these previously determined reinforcements are brought back to
yeu 1 of the study period. Expressed in , / year, and
4JRC, are the changes in reinforcement ,"ous. EI}'ressed in Sfyear.
2.J.J.J Ctnlral l"ffl",l"ta/ tl1lti,,& tIJ""PIs
The added costs for both reinforcemeots and production that'llill be incuned 15 1 result of
projecu going on-line during different years over the course of the study period. are
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tequited to be brought back to the first year of the study period for ev:l1uatioo. By way of
«ample, in a {cn yeu sNdy period different generation may go on·line in yean, one, three,
and five, with the required rcinfof\:ement projects being constructed in years one and three.
This will produce production cosu changes in years one, three, and five, and reinforcement
com in years one and tmee. The upgrade in yeu three is designed to hmdle both of the
generation projects slued for yean three and five, as .....1$ detennined by a least COst
npansion sNdy for this ten year period. Because these furore reinfortctIlcnt and
producnoQ costs occur at sepuatc yC:lU, and bCtausc incremental analysis :illets the change
in IOul com over rhe study period, these costs all h:lve to be c\-a!ualcd:lt year one of the
study period. Thi5 u~qu:ires accounting consider-nions which include the spreading out of
project cOstS over their life from the in sel"-;ce due to the end of their book life. This is
done in nrder to determine annual costs over this period, and to then bring all of these
annual costs, which StUt at the in service dates, back to yeat one of the srudy period. The
total change in incremenw teinforcement cnsts, ~IRC" :l.Dd the total changes in
incremental production costs, ~IPC" as Wied within, :u:e assumed [0 have had the necessary
economic analysis performed on them, i.e. present worth, depteci:ltion, erc., to express
them as a yearly value for nch yea: of the srudy period
In the following discussion, both production and teinforcement incremental coStS will be
considered This is the long run incremental method. If the short run incremental method is
of interest, then only the production COSIS should be considered in the ev2lU2rion of the
alIocalors.
.,
2.J.3.4 DollarJMr MW AI/'wIIIJT, as oppliuJ to 14"g fllll intrtmmlalpricifl!
The dolbr per megawatt 1I.Iocaror is conceptually simihc to the PO$l1ge SI1mp :allocator
distussed in 11 ptevioll.!i section. Via this allocatOr, the toW difference in reinforcement COSlS
for the entire system, and the tOtal difference in production costs for the entire system,
over the course of the srudy period, art divided bet\lieen the new system users. The division
of these costs is based on tlch user's comriburion to the loul incremcotalload change.
This is done to determine the annU2l pritt which e;lth user 'Q,ill pay to the wheeling utility
for its addicionalloads on the system.
IPR".,. = (dIPC, + L\IRCy)· (Ip,-,/I?... ) (2.16)
Where, IPR...... is the tolal price uscr I. pays for system use per ycu to
accommodate his new load on the reinfOrced system,
IP.., is user x's inctemenul power contribution on the system in year y.
over the coursc of the sNdy period. This may be zero for diose yeus
before he requires wheeling services, :lnd
IP." is the sum of die augnitudes of e:1ch new load tb.:lt will he inu-oduced
to rhe system over the study period.
2.}.},j Dr;llar Ptr Megallll1lf.Mile AUr;cafor aJ applied /r; inmmmlalpririffg
This methodology is concepnully similu to the embedded megavntt.mile alIOC:ltOt
proposed in:an eatlier secaon [IIJ. Vu. this allocator, twO load flow sNdies are conducted
for each yeat of the sNdy, for each new whed being undertaken, to determine the change in
the floW1l all e:l.ch line of the system that result from the new wheel As hefore, for each
new wheel, the change in line flows, in mcgaw:ltts, and as indicated by the twO load flows, is
multiplied by the length of line I, in rn.iJ.es, over which the change occurs. This is done to
determine the megawatt-mile conmbuaon per line. This multiplication is done for all the
lines in the system to determine the tau! change in megaw:ltt.mi!es for each customer pet
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year. This tan be expressed as:
.6.IMW Miles..., = 1:, aIMc8'1W2ttsoJ., *1.... (2.t7)
where, aIMegawausoJ is the ch:angc in the flow on line I (lower case L) :as a result
of the inaemental change in system use by customer:l during:a puricular
yeu in the study. This will be lao for those early reus in the study when
me uansacrions have yet to take place. As stated in the embedded tost
analysis this summation can (:Ike on v:lrious values dependillg on the
treatment given 10 the change in flow. the change in v:llue can be treated
:15 either, :absolute \':uue, [el:Un sign, or ignore if negative,
1., is the length of line I (lower case L) in miles, and
.1I~rw ~Wes~, is the total change in Megawatt mile usage for customer :l ,
for a particulu Ye2r in the sNdy.
The price paid by e:u:h customer per year is cakubted :u:
PR..... =(6JPC, + .6.IRC,l • 61MW Miles..., / L. ,MMW r.tiles"
(2.18)
where, PR...., is the {OW price user :I pars in year y for wheeling services, :md
Eo. 6,IMW toliles ... is the total incremental megawatt miles all the system as
:I result of all wheeling requi:r:ements from all CUStomen.
If desired,:i similu incremellwalloC:itor C:ill be constructed from Shirmohammadi's
cussical megaw:itNnile allOC:itor [\01. This will produce an allocator based 00 new inst2lled
C:ipaciry cost estimates, Cre:ited from kV ntings, etc. However this allocator would oot be :is
accunle and bcoelicW:iS the preceding since :icnW. construCtion COSIS ue readily av:ai1:tble.
Though the appro:ach [0 me megaw:att.mile methodology outlined in reference [13]. the
imp:aCIS of incremcnt:al flow changes on me system :atC evalu:ued on a &ciliry.bl'+f:ac:iliry
b:asis :as opposed to :a system wide basis. The change in flow on each line c:a.n be determined
from successive lo:ad flows in year y. One load flow study with the wheel of comp:any 1:
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Pfe$nlt, U1d mother srudy lI.;mout the wheding incnment. For UI inaemcuw analysis, me
method in referetlce [nJ on be re-foanulated, u:
PR...,= II, (.o.IPC,+ dIRCJ "I dMWc..., IOler" J/L,~ jdMWr..11
(2.19)
Where, {elF is the incremental cost offaciliry fin yeuy,
dMW~is the c.hangc in Meg1W1ltt flow, on &ciliry f. in yeuy,u a festlll
of the inc:rt:menw 60w crested by company J: at the end of the srudy
period,:and
&\!Wr.. is tbedw:r.ge in mtg:lWlltt flow 00 facility r.n a result of the
incrcmcnnl flow (faled by comP1D1 1.
2.).1.6 {,1ftrjaa F1tJ1II By lVgil1", Q$ ;/ appliu ttl 1tJ,,!. 1'11/1 i"mmtlllalpritillj
The interface flow by region cost allocalor is \'cry sim.ilu to the boundary flow allocator
described I:Ulier in the embtdckd cosu $«000. This method requires rhe ClI:~tion of F;'.l."O
Iosd flow sNdie, to dctetmine the difference in system tic line loading fot acb reu of the
expansioo study. One load flow sNdy is performed 'OI'ith che incremental flow included.:and
anothtt srudy is performed without the inc=cnral flow. This is done 50 that the differeoce
in flows can be detcnnined. and is somewhat rimil:lr [0 what W:I! done in the donu per
megawm :lI1oc:1tor :above. With this :alloc:ator the charge to the customer rOt changes in tic
line tlow is c:alculatcd as.:
where, IP... is me mcrcmttlw 80w over mtcnie I in ,.eu,..:aod
IP.., is me inaClllC11w power conttlbutcd by c:omp:any :I. in ,.at y.
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2.3.4. DISCUSSION OF THE INCREl\lENTAL COST METHODS
2.3.4. f Short ltvn llIcumtllta/C011 Ai/ocalar
;\$ mentioned, shott run inctement:ll methods account only for changes in production
costs, and as a result, are not suitable on their own for providing compensation for the
phl'sicalin&:mrucTUtc.
2.)..1.2 Do/lor Ptr Mt!pUJIJII AI/oeat",
The main advantage of this fonn of :illacato! is its simplicity. HowcYet', the m:aia shott
cornings of the dollar pef mcgaw:m iliac:!.!o! are sirnihr to those of the embedded pOSI:lgc
stamp method. Through the use of this r«hnique. no retlection of the e:l:leDt of use of the
reinforcements is considered. Given two simultaneous reinforcements, each de<:triolly
remOle and of different value, in which you b1VC one transaction using a minimal ofrhe
new rcsour!;"es, and anomer t:r1nsaction using the V2St ITllIjority of the reinforcements, both
new customers would share in the :ldded cosu bued only on the new power transmitted.
The method does not draw a relationship between the extent to which each of the new
reinforcements are Wied by e20ch customer.
1.)..1.) Dollar ptr AltgaJlall-Milt Allo(a/or
The version of the megaW1ln-mile :illocator in reference {tIl is an improvement over the
dollar per megaW1iU :illoc.uor 2obove. This method recognizes the extent of use of the totu
system upgrades and divides the tOtu cost of upgrades by 1 new customer's estent of use
b20sed on the MegaW1ln-miIes used. However 2og-ain, this method does not draW:ll direct
correlation between a OIstomer's use of an npensive upgrade, such u a buried or
submarine C1lble, md the customers use of a less expensive upgrade, such as the re-
conductocing of 1 weak link. The meg.tW2tt.m.ile illocatof in feference {13] is 1n
improvement over that presented in [IIJ beC1use it dr1WS this connection berween the cost
of specific facility upgndes and a customer's use of this specific facility. However, aU the
meg:Jwatt-mile :illOC1!ors are limited by the fact thn many reinforcements may go in place
before :all usefS of these reinforcements will requite them. As a tC'$u1t, some system users
",-ill be required to P1Y for the reinforcements before those users 1Ctually require them.
However these Ialter users do have the choice to request their own up gndes at the required
time.
2.J..J.A 1lIftrj"au FJDJII By RtgiDlf
The adv1ntages and disadvanlages of this method are the S:lme:lS that of the doll:u: per
megaw1tlmethod.
2.J..J..f CDlIdllding CDmmtnlJ DII all III(rtmtlllaJ iHdhDdJ
The main :ldv1Ouge of the incremenul methods is th:lt they force tbose companies which
require reinforcements to pay for them. The economic considention dict1tcs that the :ldded
economic consequences will encounge new system users to be more responsible, especially
in terms of generator site selection.
2.3.5 SHORT RUN MARGIN..\L COST ANALYSIS
The shott run marginal cost (SRMC) of electricity, as it applies to wheeling, is the
associated production costs of tnDsmitting the last MW of power in :I wheeling
tf1osaction, while not accounting for lOy costs related to the reinCo«:ements thn may be
necessary in order to accommodate the wheel. The SRMC is calculated by conducting aD
optimal power flow (OPF) study on the system with the base case load aDd the ""hediag
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laxl present 1t the same rime in the INdy. The OPF nudy will. indicate the optimal COst of
power:l.t e:lth bus on the system. The anrg:inaI COlt per MW of transacted power b«ornes
the difference in me cost of power at the bU$ where power is bang injected, :lnd the COSt
of power at the bus, or busses, where the power is being removed. The tOW cost of
tnnsmitted power then becomes the mugirul om per MW multiplied by me unounr of
powerbeingtr2lUltlitted.
SRMCu = [:E.L(MC, - Me, }·PB... I (2.21)
Where, Me,is the optimal con of power at the injection hus,
Me, is the optimal cost of power at the receiving hilS,
PB..... is power balance bc[Wcen the injected power :u bus I and power
removed :at hus r by the customer :E, :and
SRMe... is the roul short run ma:gin1l. cost for customer x.
2.3.6 DISCUSSION OF THE SHORT RUN 1\lARGINAL COST METHOD
As pointed Ollt in references [12, 19-22], $hort run muginal cost (SRMq theory grouly fails
to produce the r~ue requited to rruintain and upand a ttlInsmiuioo system. Reference
(22] indiates tlur SRMe revenues can be:lS Iow:as 15'10 of whar is required [0 recover the
apiw cons, depending on Sptem coaliguntion. The inalUqu:aOes of SRMC an be
explained rimply :IS follows. SRMC revenues :are direcdy ckpendeat 00 sf5tem losses. An
upgoded, less lossy system is more apeosive to construCt. yer unde:t SRMC theory the
revenues produced by this more elpcosive system, :are less than thar of a Ioss1 system. In
this sense the rclatiolUhip between SRMC and system tevenues is invendy proportional It
is wen recognized tha! there is a aeed for supplementary cost aUoations when employing
SRMC to produce revenue reconciliation. The needed supplemental cost aIIoation can be
achieved through the use of the embedded or incremental cost alIoators, to accounr for the
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conofthcsysteminfrastr\lcrure.
Short run margin:J.1 cost theory is often :applied to the combined :assessment of gencn.rion
:and tta.nsmissiOI1 costing (19J.
CHAPTER 3
GENERALIZED PARTICIPATION FACTORS
3.0 INTRODUCTION
In:l re-regulated industry, geopphicilly dispersed tnnsnUssion dependent customers are
expected to avail of the new open access opportunities. This liber2lized access to the
transmission system will necessit1te some means for estimating the magnitude and path of
the cunent from the different sources in order to develop and implement some meaningful
form of an open access tariff, There ue a number of traditional methods used for
estimating the effect of generation input on the power tnnsfer in a transmission system.
One of these tnditional methods is implemented by perfonning twO successive load flow
studies on a system, one study with the wheel in question, and another study without, in
order to determine the variance in flow on the lines in the system. Another approach for
determining the path tnveled by the current from a source is to perform a load flow study
on the lest system while the system contains only the wheel in question. However, another
available method is e:te2ted by extending the pbilosopby of the generation shift kctors
which are often used in security analysis. Generation shift uctors are mathematieal tools
generally applied to a system load flow solution in order to determine the change in
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power flow WC would result on :I panicuJu line if:a specific: groentor were to clunge its
power output while :It the nme time requiring the sv.iDg bus to :so;omm0d2te for this
ch=ge. An extension of the genention shift &etor philosophy wiD. be presented :IS:a
method for tncing the flow of cunent from a generation source.
J.t SIMPLE SYSTEM
For a typical elccukal system the objective is to establish a relationship buween the power
injected I removed :u :l pwiOl1u bus ilnd the re:a.l power flow on tnnsminion lines
everywhere in the 1)"Slem. This relationship includes those lines and bussC$ which :u:e Dot
directly connecled. Va Kirchner,~t 12w, for the simp~ system of figure t. which
contains no ptusc sbiftt:n. up changiag U21I.sfoancn or othu deviU$ whid1 rcguLuc power
flow, Ute fnDowing equations CU1 be written for e:u;h bus;
~
' .... - __yo
V,. . -<'~
V,. y:..
Fit,lIrrJ.f -Simp"} bMJ!}f1IJII
In IlUtrix form these relationships an be rc-written as,
·Y~ - Y. - Ylflc - YI«
Y,
Y.
.Y.
Y~-Yr-YZ4c'Y:tc
.Y,
.Y. . .. :
Y, ..
Y•• Yr~YJ... Ylf(J •• E); (3.7)
Where the central m~tris is referred to as the Yboo m~triJ:. The quantities within fhe Y... are
V1lUC$ from the representation of the lnnsmiS5ion Iina and as.l retult are dependent OD
the rnnunission line model used. The line model used in figure I is dUot of ~ medium length
line, tess than 240 Dn, typically cilled .I It line represenution . The aonn:aIly msttlbutro
capacitance in the line is represented by two ide.l1 c~p~citon, ~cn of one h.l1f v.l1uc: to thn
of the tOIa! cap.lcil1r1ce. placed ~t the ends of the line, lerms YI. or sirni1u, in the m~a:is. A
simpl:ific:i1ion of the medium line modd is the short liDe modd, Ins than 80 km, and is
composed of only the series resistance md series induc;unce of the power line [23J. The
short line model is che modellh.lt will be used in the detiv:ation. The previous equation re-
written with the simplified Y... matrix becomes,
"I,i iy~_y•. Y~ Y" ;£\:
~l .Y~ Y~-Yr "Yr : I~·
_~! ,. l .Y. .Yr Y.-Yd· tE,j
Or in summation fOm1~t the rebtioaships in the m~tris. can be elpreued ~s;
(3.8)
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(3.9)
Where, I. u the \":lIue ofcun~t leaving bus n through the tnOsmission sYS!l~m, it
is a complex quantity, II. ILe,
E. is the \'1lue ofvolugc: ubw n, it is a complex quantity, IE. ILa.
La is the angle of me quantity in question, referenced to the swing bus
Y_ are admirunce values which come from the admittance m2.tris above,
tcaned Y.. , (the bus subscript is used to inmate that the admittance's
arc hued on KCL u opposed to KVt which would aelltc a auui:r:
tenned Y-J. Y_ = (Z.. L9r' = G + JB .G is conducuncc. B is
susceptance.
For n=m V_is called the driving point admittance and numerically is the sum of
:ill the admittance's connected to bus n (or m), and
For n~ y .... is called the tnnsfcr admittance 1nd numerically is equal to the
ncgnive afche value of admirunce connecting bus n to bus m.
Gn-m the facttbat the qmntiry of bodI ~power. p. Ul.d rextive power, Q. 1M known
for aU husKS ClCept che sbck bw, another group of equations C2I1 be =ted to help soh'c
for line flo.....,. (P and Q arc calcwrcd 1.t the sbck bus to :account for system losses and
WlInarched genention ). The equation for the apparent power leaving bus n, is given :IS
follows.
S.= P.+jQ.=E.I.: (3.10)
SubstiruDng intO equation (110) the equation for the sum of the eurt'ents leaving the bus,
equation (3.9), produces.
(3.11)
The apression in equation (111) indicat" that the apparent power leaving bus n is
equivalent to the sum of the :lppuent power on the traD.smissioll. lines:lruclwl. 10 me bus.
Expanding equation (11 t) into its recl:lnguhr form and eqw;tirlg the r~ terms 10
themselves. :and the im:aginary terms fO themselves. produces.
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p~ = :EIN IE. II E...I [G_cos( 8n- 8..) + B_sin(e. -9",) I (3.12)
Q.. = :EI~ lEn liE", I[G_ sin( 9n- 0..) - B.... cos(9. -9.. ) I (3.13)
The v:llues P:rnd Q are related, however, the effect of a change in powe!: injectcd lit a bus
produces only a slight cff«t on the value of re:r.crive power Q produced, and vice-versa.
Thus the solutions to these twO equations can be solved independently to determine line
flow~. This ph.ilosophy is utilized in the de load flow solution technique which in rum is a
further simplification of the fut de.coupled load flow solution technique. The technique is
tcnncd de because DO values for vOlt-amps or van are obtained from the salunoa (24,25).
An ad-.antage of the de technique is that it is linear. Ideall)' the relationship betwC'en
me-gawau flow and power injection or removll is nonlinear, 15 in the ae solution, however
de solutions provide excellent appro1imations [13]. With this approach, the expression for
p. in equation (3.12) will be analyzed without tegard for Q., in equation (3.13).
J.2 NEWTON'S METHOD
The most popular solution technique for determining the solution to a group of nonlinear
equations wim stn.!ctures simil:u to equation (3.13) is the Newton technique, mote
specifically the Newton-R..3phson technique. The Newton-Raphson teclmique is an
u:tension of me Newton method and is designed for solving -a group of simult-aneous
cqwtions , whereas the cl:assic:&1. Newton method is designed for obWning the toO[$ of-a
single equation. Both -arc iterative techniques. The Newton ilenave method and how it
applics to the power system cqwtion of (3.12) is desc:r:ibed 10 present the philosophy of the
Newton.Raphson technique.
Newton's iterative technique works on a single equation by solving for the power mismalCh
at the bus in question. For -all pnctic:&1. purposes, all the energy entering a bus vU the
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trmsmission 5Ystem is equal to the energy tC:2vlng the bU5 via the tr.I.nsmission md
distribution 5Ystems and:as a re5u1t the power mismatch is l:ero. By viewing figure 3.2 it can
~ seen that the 4 watts genented is consumed by the: 1 ohm resistor. The objecri\'e is co
detrnnine the qwnrity of current, I.
P{x)=P=11 *R
4 = 11 °1 ohm
',J~l-
:-'.'
Fi.g,llTf 3.2 Simp't I bJlI1JJltm
(3.14)
(3.15)
"'~L{, l"ll:~C(.) I
",
~ Q.j 1 1..5 2 1..5
"
Through the use of Newton's solution technique an initial es;tim.atl! for I, leaned 10 • is
aade: in order to detenmne the power which such an es;rim:ate would produce. In this
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simple example aninirial csrimlteoflo = 1.5A produces 225 watts of power. f( 10) =
2.2SW. The initial ~timatc II1lldc for I pwduccs a power mismatch, termed .o.Po • which is
cal,;ulatcd by subtr.lccing the value of watugc produced by the estimate for I from the
known value of the rcsult. For Uris e:nmplc .6.Po would be 4 watts less the value 0£225
watu which eqWtC1 to 1.75W. The v:alue APo indic;ates the: accuu.cy of the cstim:uc. If
desired, another mOte accurate estimate: for! can be generated by multiplying the vdU<! fot
.o.Po Cfe1(cd by the estimate for I. by the: inverse: afme derivative aCdle original function
~wtcd:l.t the point of the: esnmuc and then to add this v.uue of current• .1.1, to the
orip estimate: for I. For th1s esample. the inverse of.the original funtcion, p=f is
r = "P. The derivative of the inverse: [df(i)/d(i)r1 , is (d(i)/df(f) = V3 ~l/1 ,:md is shown
in figure 3.4. This expression, evaluated at P equal to 2.25W, produccs 0.333 &I/6P. The:
value of the inverse multiplied by the AP of 1.75W from me previous estimate for I
produces a value of 61 e<{ual to 0.583A. This ~ue of 6I when added to the prcv10us
estimate of 1.5A produces a new estimate, I" of 2.083A. The new value for I is then used
to calculate the power devdoped in the resistor in order to determine me accuracy of 1.
TIUs process is repea.ted until two conseoJttve values for I uc dose enough together to
satisfy the user. In other WOtds. the process is continued until AI, is less men a specified
tolerance. lbis final value for I is the ~ue for the current in the remtor. For this simple
example, the correct value of cunent is 2 amps.
].3 GENEIlATION PAIlTICIPATION FACTORS
For the power system relationship in equation (3.12), the equation can be restructured for
the application of Newton's method, and can be te-arranged to become similar to:
P, = f(8J + (df(8JI dOJ AS
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(3.\6)
Where, f(9,}is the power produced &om the previous estimate for 9.
df(9JI dOl rehtcs power to ph.ase angle.
~e relates the modification to e to adjust power.
Rc-wrincn to cxpreu 9 in terms of the inverse derivative (0 modify the prc\oious expression
for 9 produccs:
.68 = (dO/dP,)! [PI' PI)
Where, P: - P, is the error. Or difference bctwcea estimates
(3.17)
In order to produc::e expressions sirnihr to equariOD.S (3.16, 3.17) from the c:lprcssion for
power in equation (3.12). the expression in (3.12) can be lint expanded to produce:
8_(sin9.CQse.-cos9.~9_)I (3.18)
At d1is point ideally it would be ~uized to perform putial differentiation on equation
(lIS) with rcspeet (0 4 diffuenr variables, 2 oftheKvwblct are volt3ge magnitudes E.,
a.nd Eo. , and the other 2 T'Ui3bles ate voluge angles 8.. snd 9•. However, as stued before, it
hu been shown that the KtIsirivity of pawn' Oow on u:uwniuioo. lines to slight changes in
voltage magnitude :It the tenninating bunes is small relative to the angular polition of these
volugn. Hence the derintives of the power eqwtion with respect tn voltage mlgnirude will
be smaIl.lnd will not be considered (24,25). The two remlliniDg derivttivcs of the power
equation, ODe 'Iritb respect to the volbgC .Ingle 8. and the omu with respect to YOltage
aP./OO. =IE.IIE..I {G_ [-cosO. sinO.. + siDe. co,O..] +
B_[-sinO.sin9.-cos8.cos9,J} (3.19)
Similuly,
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aPQ/OO. = IEQII E.l {G"", [~ 'll (sin( 9. + 0.. ) + sin( O. - 9.» +
'he sine 9. + 9.. )+ sine 0•. 9.. »J +8.... [ -Yz ( -cos( O. + 0.. )
+ cos (8. -0.. » Yz (cos(O. + 9.. ) + cos(O. - 9.. ))}}
(3.20)
OPQ/OO.. = IE.IIE.. I {G"", (- 'I> sine 8.. - 9.) + Yz sine 9•• 9.. 1I +
B.... I·Yz (2cos(0.-O"')]1 (3.21)
aP./OO.. = lE..11E..,1 {G_[ - yzsin(9.. 9.) + Y. sin(O.-9.. )]-
B_ [ cos( O. - 0",)1} (3.22)
0I'./OO.=IE.IIE.I{G_IOO(8. 8.1]·8_[00,(8. 8.)1}
(3.23)
aP,,/OO. = IE.IIE.. I {G_ [cosO. cos9.. + sinO. sinO,,]-
B... [ -sinO. cosO.., + (cos 9" sin 0..)] } (3.24)
aP./OO.= IE..IIE.. I {G"",{Yz (cos(9. + 8.. } + cos(8"-8,,,»+
Yz (-cos(O" + 8... ) + cos(8. -0.. ))1-
B.... [. Yz (sin(O. + 8... ) + sin (8" - 0.. » +
Yz(sin(9,,+8.>+sin(9.. -9,,»)}} (3.25)
OP./OO. = IE.IIE",I {G"", cos( 8. - 8.. ) -8_ (- Yz sine 8. - 9",)
.Y,OO(8•• 8.)I} (3.26)
01'./00.= IE.IIE.I {G_ oo,(8•• 8.)]+B_OO(8•. 8,J}
(3.27)
"
Prior to pbcing these two dcrivatives into a DU= form for the solution of simulWlWUS
equations as is required for 1 power flow soluooo, where the mam inversion wiII be aaicd
out to ohum (iJ,Ja.r\:I number of simplifications will be made to the exprc15ioo.
The mnplifiaoons are IS follows:
1) for small angles the tosinc of the UlglC is equal to I. Generally on Ii
transmission system. the angles It adjacer:u busses are small ( < 10
degr~). As a result this simpli.6calioo >;l,iIl be used.
1) for sm~ angles the sine of the angle ( in radians) is genttally equal
to the radian measure. As a result, angles of less then to degrees
(.175 radWls) the siDe function can be! removed from the equation.
As a result of employing these cwo simplifiaCons, e<JU2oons (3.23) md ( 127) reduce to
the foUowing:
iJPjOO.= IE.IIE./ {G_ (9.-9.)- B_1 (3.28)
iJP./OO.= lE"I lE,.I {G_+B_(9.-9.)} (3.29)
Inspection of equaooru (3.28) md (3.29) india-tes duit the In2gUirudes (If the slopa of the
twO equations (derivatives) arc equivalent and the oaly difference in the twO crprcssioDs is
the sign or dilecrion u$0ci2tcd with the 1Iopc. Eqmrion (3.27) CIPresses the cbUlge in
po~·tt at a given bus 0 for a clu.nge in vohtge phase angle: at an adjoLning bus In. It can be
se:m that for an advance: in phase: angie: at the: adjoining bUll m, an incre:ase: in It units of
pov."c:r will flow into bus Q. This is I positive: change: in 60w IS far as bus n is conc~d
EqU2.Uon (3.29) c::lptel5es the change in power at bus n for a given change in voltage phase
angle 'at the wnc: bus . h CUt be: scm that for the: same: advance: in phase: angle. as was used
previously fot m • but now It bus n, the: same: change of It units of powu wiD 60'11.'.
However the: 80'11.' is now out bus n, and ovc:r the: line to bus In. This is a ch2nge in
ce:s:um llow, from the pcrspc:cti'tc ofbus II. The same: m.agnitudc of flow change: cxeun.
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However, il is :u ~ differn1c direction.
Resariog the objective of the derinOoI1, given two :ubitruy adjacent buses; in a system. the
objective is to determine the flow between these two busses for Ul inj«rion/ tm1o.....J. of
power 'it a remOle bus. Eqw.t:ions (3.28) and (3.29) pro\-ide put of the m«.b:anism for
achieving this and will be Sl:t aside for the moment to esamine Mother rdatioluhip
~ssocia[td ",,;th the flow of power in a tr.lIlsmis~on system and which is needed in the
dcrwnion.
for a tnnsmiuioQ line an :lpprosim:w: equation for re'll power flow o,'Ct a line joining
buses D :and E. (01 Uld 1:1 uc not used [0 emphwc the fact that trms.mission line d-e is not
connected to busses En or 0) on be expressed as;
(3JO)
whett x.... is the imaginuy component of the impedance of line de. Line remcmcc is
ncg[tcted
;\n expression for the change in power flow over a trannnission line tan be written as,
(3")
Using~ the Umpli6.arion Wt for small angles siD 1:; I. equation (l.,3t) simplifies to
"".= liE, /IE.I (60, -60.)) / x", (3.32)
Hence an equation (or liP.) dP., which crpreue:s the power change 00 II line with
respect to power change at a bus, aD be written by mWriplying both sides of equation
(3.32) by tiM•. This multiplicaciou produt"cs the followillg equation;
6P./"".= [IE,IIE,I (60,-60.)/ 1Ix",""J (3_33)
Re-writiDg equation (3J3) produces:
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dP.1 dP. = liE" IIE,II X.I « de,/dPJ .(de,1 dPJ) (3.34)
On-wing aD me rclaoonship 5Ct 2Side earliu, equation (3.28), and invttting it producu:
Bringing together the two [el~tion!hips derived by substituting equation (3.35 ) into
equation (3.34), and modifying subKripu for cbril}' produces:
dP.1 ,p. = {E, I IE. II X.I {('/[ lE.I lE"I (G. (e.· e.).
e.) J) - (l/[ IE.IIE.II G_(e.· e,)' e_II)} (3.36)
If it is :I$$umrd th:u for:ll typicusY'Slcm, the m2gniNdcs o!bus mlnges uc tebti<-clyclose
to one another (typically less then .05 p.u.) E./E.. ;;: I. Eql.Wtion (3.36) then simplifies 10:
6P... I .6.P. = [I I X. ) {I I (Goo! ( 9. - 9~ ) • B"" J 4
)' /I G_ (e•. e,)' 8_1 II (3.37)
For I. t)-pical syUml the value of B'1 is 10 - 15 rimes the value of G (8, • 9 J ). EquJ.tion
(3.37) simplifies to:
dP. IdP. = [II X. 1((.1 I 8.1-(·1/8_1) (3.38)
However, x= 1/8. Using dW rebtioDship equation (3.38) Simpli£i.CI to:
dP.1 dP. = (II x.]I['x.. J-[·X.II IB')
Equation (l.39) expresses the dunge in flow 00 line d-e as a fiulctioo of the power leaving
bus D. However the ultimate objccrivc is to express the CMnge in flow from bus d to bus c
as :II function of the output of a genentol D. or in other words as 2 functioo of the energy
tOICring a bus. Hence, by maint2ining sign convention, 1t pttator bus 0, -G. = p•. Re-
writing equation (3.39) in temu of a generator's output produces.
(3.40)
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It is (0 be noted rnat the values for impedances in the numentOf of equation (3.40) ate
derived from the inverse of the Yboo< matrix and th;1{ the values for imped:mcc in the
denominator of equation (3.40) are the impedance for the linc over wtuch the power dow is
to be determined.
Eqw.rion (3.40) shows that the relationship between the power flo"" in a uansmission line
and the power injected intO the system from :1 gcneraror. is primarily dependent upon the
impcd:mce bct\l:een busses, :lod as a result, system configuration.
Rewriting equation (3.40) produces;
(3.~t )
Where .\..... is defined to represent the ch1ngc in real power flow on line d·e for evety tell!
ucit of gcnenrion change at genenco! n where:
.-I.<J... = (X.... • x",,)/X<s< (H2)
EqU3cion (3.40) however is not without limitations. It is a deriv:uive relationship that
el'presses the chmgc in power flow in a line which results from :I. change in genct:loon at :l
bus. The objective of this deriv2tion is to find an e:lpression that is :;Icrunte for dr:awing :;I
relationship berv,een the total flow on a cnnstnission line and the toral output of:;l
generator, not just for the changes in line flow that result from changes in generator output.
This can be achieved b~· generalizing a puticu1:u solution. Let the geraeral solution to be
denud take the form,
(3.43 )
(3.44)
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"..here; C.x.. is a conu;n! that rclates the power flow on line d-e [0 the
generation of G•.
(duo is a constant that relates the po1;l:cr £low on line d-e [0 me load L.
G. is the real power output of generator n, and
L. is the real power load at alIl0:1d bUSSe5 n.
The summation is to be perfonned over all the generators or loads (but not both) to
deremtine Ihe wtalline flow from the contnbutions of ill geoeutors/loads.
The rehtionship in equation (3.40) represents the change in re:al power flo\\,' on a
putiw1ar Line that results from a change in genention on a bus. If the ch:mges in system
losses rn:n acOll ....ith a change in geneucion shifring ate ignored, and if the load at the
busses is held constant, so as to maintain the !lame: toul gencnoon in the system, equ:uioo
(3.433) cao be used [0 represent the cbange in real power flow on a line while generation is
reduced at one bus and equally compens~ted for by another bus. In keeping with st~ndard
pnu;:tice, the sl~ck bus ....111. be used 10 provide the difference in genention. Reducing
generation ~t ~ particular bus n and compens~ring for this loss by incre~sing the output of
the swing bus generator produces:
.6.P>k= -( C>k... ·.6.G.) +(C..~.6.G,) (HS)
Where, .6.0. is the ch~nge in gener-ation on bus b, and is equal to the ncglltiYe of
the change -at the slack bus, -.6.G" and
C.... and C~ ue the coefficients that the relleer the chmge in MW flow
on line d-e for changes in generation at me ubitruy bus n, and the slack
buss.
Similatlr, cqwtion 3.41 can be used to account for equal and opposite injections at the
slack bus and another selected bus as follows:
(3.46)
EqUllOOllS (3AI) and (3.47) repreSent the same generation and line flow change
"tebrionsbip. Therefore equating both equations (3.45) and (3.46) produces:
-.~ .6G. +A~ AG, = -C.... dG. + C... .6G, (3.41)
For the equaJ. md opposite injection lit the K!ected bus and me shck bus the following
holds:
Hence equ:uion (3.47) simplifies [0:
lOG. 1= lOG, I (148)
(3.49)
(3.50)
In lddirion, :lI10mCf group of relationships can be produced. to dtrcnn.inc the V1Jue for the
contwm C.... and C.... The cxttnnc cue of equation (3.41) a.n be l2k= by reducing the
production lit 111 generator bUllies [0 zue, thereby forcing the ,bck bus to pick up the !old
of the tnlite 'ptem.•\5 a rcw.!t of the shift in geoer-llion. the change in flow on line doc
that (esults from :ill the IOld being serviced from the slack bw produces:
n",,"s!Jck (151)
Whet'c. p....... is the tcal power flo..., 00 line d-.e after:ill the
genention hu been shifted 10 the slack bus,
p.._ is the Bownn the lines before thcsbifu
For the genen.l form nfche equatioD to rnmm true md for equrion (3.51) to be true, the
(3.52)
However, equation (151) shifu all gencr:lolion to the slack bus. Therefore it can be said that
the generation at the slack bus is now eqU2l to the sum of the gmention from an the
pen.ton before the shift. If the cbange in losses are neglected,
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(35')
Substituting ~rion (3.53) intO equation (3.52) produces:
(lS4)
Substituting equarion (3.54) intO eqU2.DoO (3.51) ll.CId reuranging produces:
all' slade on RHS. (355 )
Further re·unngmlcut [0 equation (3.35) ptoduces:
. all' s!llck in uumttatnt (3.56)
Substituting C<jU2rion (3.56) iDrn equation (3.49) prcducu;
n;ll: slack in numCf2,tOt :r. (3.57 )
RClr2nging produces:
n*S1ack in oumeraror r. (l58)
Where; .\.... can be solved from the inveue jacobi:.l.n of the power 5)'1lem
con6gurarioo of the original load flow. equation (3.42).
Pdo {..-o.j are the real power flows u a1cuIated. in the orig:in.alload flow,
E/ A... G. can be alcul:ncd ooce from. the loKI eo.. results and
genl!:n.tioo 5Cniogs (0* slack), 2lld
&" G. is the row IfStem ge:oetllDon at the time oCtile Io.d llowsrody
As a IDCUlS fot c:bcdciDg the: results to the solurioa of eqUllDoo. (3.51), the: tesu1aI or the
original Sy1lml study can be used. The following patticular solution mUll! bold:
p.S9)
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Where, p..~ :arc the soluoons to the original load now srudy Oll; which A_
were determined.
Having established the contributions m2dc by ach gencnror to the toul power flow in
any puticubr line, it then becomes possible to determine each penroc's cODtr1burion to
the load at any p:uricuhr b\l5. For any load bus N, the faUowing equation holds true:
L,,=1:,DP.. (],W)
Where, L.. is the real power load at bus N,:lt1d p. is the power flow in any line
connected (0 bus N.
Each upr;;uion for rea! power can be fe-written to express the power:l$ the sum of
conmburioO$ from diffettnt sources. For bus N we o.n write:
(3.61)
Where, L... is the rt:J.1 pol;lier load It bus II contributed by generator g. and
p... is gencr::ator ~s contribution [0 die rt21 power now in iUly line
connected to bus N.
Hence, a geocntor's contribution to the load at bus N can be dClcr:m.ined by choosing a
specific genuator oumber g. and can be written as:
(3.62)
The resultS from Equarioa (3.56) arc comparable to the system load Bow solutions.
It is apected that equations rdatitlg the aInolutc flow On a U'2J1Smissioo. line to me outpUt
ofpenton can be derived by using Ulolhu group of Iineat shift factors known u line
OUU8'= &cton. This.is considered 10 be beyond the scope of !his thesis.
].4 LOAD PAJlTICIPATION FACTORS
While me relationship deri.ed esttblisbes it correspondmce beN/ceo me 110w 00 particular
lincs and the energy inputted to the system by genenlOn, another relatiolI.ship, hued 00
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similu philosopby, c:an be obained to dcu,:nnine:a coO'cspoodence bc[Wcco the flow on
parricula:r lines Uld the power drawo from the system at load buses. An alternate u.pression
such 15 this may h:ave V2.lue in a Ie-regulated electrical industry.
The cost of electricity transpolUoon is dependent to some C3tent on the location afthe
sending :and receiving busses. Depending on the fOfm of geneucion. restrictions such :.loS
cooling W2tcr and emissions mll' establish:l. greater influence on the site of the generation
than on the location of the energy conswner's facilities. Because of this greater flexibility
Iafge energy CUSlomeu may be interested in establishing the rel:arionship between the cost
of energy and the selected geographic:l1 site. Without outlining the derivation, wheeling
CO$tS derived from the location of the lo:ad busses cm be shown to be:
P... =L,S DJ..• Ln (J.Ol1
Where, PoJ< is the flow on line D-E,:as before,
D",,, is the constant that telates die load on line D-E to die load at
bl,lsn,and
L" is die reu compomnt of the power load ar bus n,
For the equation (3.63) above D",,, can be shown to be:
n"l' stack in nl.lllleraror !: (3,64 )
Where A.... and Ado,r can be sol\'ed from die inverse Jacobian of the: pO\1o'er
system configuration of the original load flow, equation (3.42). whete R is
the re:ference bus
pdo~ ue me teu power flows IS cucub.ted in the original load flow,
I:.:1'1 A." L" can be: calcu1ated once from the IO:ld now results and the
load at bussu (0"1' slack), and
!:1l'l L" is the: totalsyste:m load at the: rime: of the load flow study,
The: simihrity in the: derivations of eqU2tions (3.63-3.64), and equations (3.58-3.59) can be
undentood by viewing the sign convention associated with load power and generated
power1[syscembusses.
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CHAPTER 4
APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION
4.0 INTRODUCTiON
The formulations derived in chapler 3 ue applied 10 a modified IEEE 14 bus system to
determine the suitability of the developed methodologies for discerning the contnburions
made by e:lch generator to Ihe tot3110ad flow on e-;lch tnnsminion line in the test system.
4.1 TEST SYSTEM
The test~ were applied to a modified IEEE 14 bus system. The system dau is conuine<! in
appendU. .-\. The bus s)'Stem was modified :l.$ folloW$:
l) The 0rigiru1 IEEE Sptetn contains both generation and load on me second bus
in the system. In an effort to sepuatdy ltIs1yze the load and genencion
componC1:l.ts of cunent entering and 1ea\-ing a particulu bus the gener:aOon at
bus number 2 wa.s rdoc:ated. A new bus, number 16 ~"1U inuoduced and
connected radially to bus number 2. .-\ new transr:nission lice, joining these 2
busses was then added co the system data. The effect of relocating the
gener:ation :u bus number [W() iD no wa~ influences the accuncy of the reswts.
However, idC'&li%ir:tg each bus iD the sptcrn as either a generation nr load bus
does improve the clarity of the results and does more euily permit the analysis
of accuracy. The generation 2t bus number 2 was relocs'ced to bus number 16 to
main the above suted ob;eccive.
2) The origin31IEEE 14 bus sf$tem contains only [W() generation SOUfCa, one :lIt
bus I and another at bus 2 in the syuem. In :an effort 10 more completely check
the formulations derived iD chapter 3 a third genentor was added to the system.
This third system generator was placed 2t bus number 8. The original
configuntion conWns only .. static ~pacitor at bus 8 :and no load is present.
The capacitor was «placed with genent1on. The contribution made by this new
generacor to the load flows of the system are opposite to that of the
predominant flows offeud by the generation at busses 1 :and 16 :and helps
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better represent the random flow in II system. Bus 8 is attached to the main
porrion of the system through:l radW feed.
j) In addition bus 1 of the IEEE 14 bus system was renumbered bus 15 and the
suing generator was plllc:cd at a new refe~ence bus I which is connected r:adia.lly
10 the new bus 15. The tnnsmission line connecting these 2 busses ,,~s then
added to the system data.
~-"
--
--
Figllrr 4.1- AforJijitd IEEE 14 /1111 VJ/(1Ir sil,t." lifU diagram
The solutions to the system studies were achieved through the use of a DOS bued load
flow progr.un that accompanit$ the student Ct.t tided "Power System Analysis and Desigo
With Pcrson:al Computer Applications" by Glover, Sanna, aod Digby, reference [47]. In
addition, a utility present in the Microsoft'" Windows venion of a bter revision to the same
program was used 10 puform the invent matri%. operation on the bus admiu:ance maw.
The system bue chosen was tOO MVA. The s...nngbus staetingv2luewas set to 1.005 p.u.
The remaining pennon busses were con6gurcd for voltage regulation at 1.0 p.u.
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G~ention aTailabIt: V'U supply W2S established at a limiting p.r. of± 0.8. The calcub.tions
for determining the line contnbuaons through the method illustrated were all performed in
Miaosoft'" Excel. sprnd sheets. Appendis 0 cooams the cell foanulu..
•.2 TEST PROCEDURE
rl\'"c system studies Welt performed. The raw data and the laid Sow solurion pMCOUts Itt
provided in appcndU B. tables B t - as. The lint study performed is a base c:lSe study
COlltaining the instalkd load. genention 1.D.d line impedances ktenti£ed with the modified
14 bus system, with the e:lceptions identified above. The gencnrion at bus 8 was r:u1dornly
chosm co be 0.07 p.u. The impmancc of the rwo new lines was nndotnly chosm to be
Z =0.Q3 + jO.1.
The s«olld:l.!ld third system srudin performed simulate I system apcrimcing a unifonn
uplift to that of the bue case. The second srudy (oouins lOad :uld gencntion settings th:u
ue t'IIIIi« thu of the base c:ase. The third system sNdy contains loads and generation
setli.cgs that arc three rimes [0 that of the base C:lSC. These lint three ltuwes when :analyzed
cogethcr, simulate :I system in whid1 equivalc:or droop scttiDgs arc applied to the governon
of each m:achinc for the purpose of !o:ad sb:u::ing. T:able groupings C.l - C.3 in appendU C
:and figures4-S -..., include the results '1UOciatnl with these tests.
The fourth and fifth syStem. srudies cont:ain the initial system getlennon Uttings that ue
p~tm tbe basc cue, and ue 6%ed:at the non-swing blU5CS, as if to have their load
limiten set 10 as to be uo:affected by Lo:adicg. For these simu1:arions however, the demands
at the load busses are maemCSltaDy mO'eucd to be twice to that of the base C2H fot study
fOUl, :and wee times to that of the base cau mstudy five. The lint, fourth and fifth
sNdies, whCD coosidtted togerhu, reprCSCDt. system .mch cootains GOO-swing bus
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get1eUotors which produce COllSWlt outpUt while requiring the genetatioo at the swing bus
10 Iccommod:uc the changein~. Table groupings C.I, C.4· C.5,:as well:as figures 4.8
• 4.10. mdic:lte the resulrs anociatcd with this group of tem.
The formulatioDJ of cmpter 3 are applied to the systml solutions to determine the
contributions~ by e1Cb genetll.lOl to the [Ow current all. I puticular line. The ~thod
for determining the coombutions arc illwnntcd in figure 4.3 and are:as foUows:
I) The un'cue to the Y... admituDce nut:ri:t wu alcullrtd from the :l)'Sttal line
lhta using Z=OR + jX:is the line impc<hncc, tesUunce is ntgkcted.
1) The 'A' Uttors for each of the generators Wefe C'11cubted &om the invuse
m:atriJ: and the line data ( three in this case) using eqU:llion (3.42) from clupu:t 3
u,
(4.\)
This W2S done once and W1S used in all scenarios deiling with the system.
3) For a parriculu lo20d now solution the swing bus ( refereDce bus) puticiparion
factor is cakularcd for the sceoariom question using the '.'\' fxton from the system
coo6gur:ation as weD as the line flow results and. each of the generaton MWoutput
:as identified in the systeM load flow study. The puticipatioo lXtor fOI the ~fe:rmce
bus is ca1cWated Uling equa.Don (3.56) of chapter 3 :as;
tnt sl:ad in numentOI
This is done once for ncb lest C15e from the inform:ation in the load Bow solw:ion.
4) For the cue in quation the puricip:uioo. facton for exh ge:nentol, rdating the
current injected from the ge:ntt:aIOI to the Bnw in euh liDe ( 22 in these t:::I$e$) :are
a1cub.tedusingequ:at:ioo.(J.58)inch:apter3u:
C... =A." .A... +(P.._l-LI'l A... G. +LI'l A... G.)/LI'l G.
n~ sl:ack in numetator L (4.3)
5) A particular generator's contribution to the powet flow on each line is a1cub.ted
by multiplying a p:anic:ubt penlor's output, :as is indicated by the load flow
resW[$, by that geDe:tIlOrs participation &aOt for aD. the lines in dx syslem.
7l
6) Step 5 is repeated for each genttnor in the systm\
7) The conmbl,lcioo mtodc: by each genen.ror to me cuttmt in 1I line are :added
together 00 II line by line, and getler:ator-by-gencntof, buis to esablisb the toW
current 00 each line.
8) The coDwbuDoO made by each geneawr 10 the current in I. lice are added It
each load bus fOr all the incoming and outgoing IiDn at that bus to detemw:l.I~
each genmuors contribution to the load at WI bus.
9) Steps 3 10 8 we«; fepc2lted for each of the otha 4 cue srudies.
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To determine the accuney of me decomposition fonnulae the toW of the conaiburioos
audt: by each gentt:ltor to t particular tinc uc checked 2gainn the tow. line cutttI1t :u
deluminal. by the load £low solution. Columns tided "diffe:reo.cc" in lC'Ctioo B of t:&hles C. t
• C.5 Qumer2tC the accuncy.
A sccol1d deck for 2CCUnCJ is performed by computing the c:oruributions iD each line
cuneo.t made by acb gcOttatOr. to sud from., a load bus. This is dooe co determine if the
sum of the differences in linc flows ar:mbllUble to :all reracar equate to the same nluc:as
th,u of the insulled Io:ad :at the bus in !JUe'tioo. Columns tided "difference" in sections C of
tablcsC.l-C.Snumeralc thcaccur.acy.
A third feS! for accuracy is performed by totaling the power contributed by 9th genencor
to each insulled I02.d to determine if a parciculu generator's toW CODtaoutioO to all the
loads at the demand busses is cqtW [0 mat of the same: gcDen.tOtl output as identified in the
load flow solution. Rows ritkd "difference" in section C of tlIblet C.I - C.S numente this.
The dctc:nnirutioo of a(cuney via the second~ third methods as mentioned above ue
cticuhble through a numbel' of spproaches. The: possibility of diff«etu approaches uisu as
a result of there bdng rwo ctiffaent current nlues PfeSoented for the same line in the load
flow solution. For arbittuy busses A and B the solution wiD. prcsct1t a value of Bow from A
to 8 and a V2luc for flow &om B to A. The secood is the ocgltive to Uut specified &om A
to 8 and as well is of a slightly diff«ent n1uc. These nro differiDg values require a decision
whet! implementing the formulae of the previous ehapter, and as outlined in the above
steps.1bis decision is requil'ed because the equation which disscett the total line current
intO components lXUde by each pentor contllios a variable, C_ rquesmting the value of
curreDt in the line.in question telNlting from a gcnentor. Eacb of the two different values
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for line =eD.I displayed in :I. load flow solution will produce sligbdy different results for I
gcnenror's puticip:uion f1ClOt in the tout line CUtteD.t. In In effort to :account for the
~cy~[Wem the sending end and receiving end curttOt values, and the problems
they prestnt when attempting summ2GoW :at:a102d bus, it is possible to uke three
I) The avenge of the 2 line cunmts., fOl"llnJ'd and reve:m, can be used to Cfeate an
a~'erage value for the line puticipation faCtors for ncb generator. a1cularing 1
participation netat for the line in ordu to minimize the disctepancy benveen
the 5eDding and [«aMg voltages and antes ooe participation factor for the
line - geocr:uor relationship.
2) The second method is to account for the differences in sending and !Cceiving
o;urrcnt V1l1ucs by crearing a participation facIor at the sending cnd of the line
by using the v:uuc of sending current from the load fiow solution. For those
c:asc. \liken a puricipatioo (:acror is required .u a receiving cnd bus, the nan of
the reverse current to the forward CUO'cnt can be U5cd to adjust the power
entering the bus so that the summ:ation can be c:aku1:ated :at the bus to
determine the load dr:awn from the lines. The gener:ators then maintain the s:arne
p:ltricip:ation f:actor througbout the line.
3) .\nother :appro:acb is to petmir "'0 different p:ltricip:arion f:aCtors to be
c::alculued for each line - gener:aror rd:alionship, in association with eKh
genenrot by using the forward cuzrent in one C1K and then the reverse cuzrent
in the Ie'COnd cue. This ",in aeace 2 different puticip:ation [:aCtOts for each line
'1Dd wiD slightly influence the magnitude of puticip:ation..
The reduaion of discrepancies through one of the techniquon was only :applied to bU5
nwnber 5 in cue study 5, aoble c.s-<:. to iDustnte the ability to reduce aDd :acCOw:lt for the
disagreements present. This is discussed btu in section 4.3.6, :aDd figure ".4.
4.3 TEST ItESULTS
An analysis of the test results uhlbit $Ome interesting properties that:are consistent with
what is expected from the test system. Three points It:a.ad out. These ue given :as:
4.3.1 POINT ONE, RADIAL FEED
The fint point deals with the Bow on line Dwnben 14, 21 ud 22 Line 14 connects bus 7
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to bU$ 8 and is :I ndial feed. For tIl case nudies the flow 00 this line is attnbuuble only to
genenror 8. The decomposition results obtained confirm this .,thin less duD I pue::e:tIt
c:nor.. Line 14 emts cely to connect generator 8 [0 dle m2in poction of the syscnn 2nd the
,-:due of flow on this line through the decomposition approach U'aCb the pennon ourput
of genemat 8 as the output is cb.1l1gcd in :&11 the testS 2nd is consistently :mnbuted to
gcnental 8. The resultt:at shown in sections B of tables C. 1-C.5. Similar ana.Iysis when
applied (Q lines 21 and 22 indicate that the flow on these lines is attribuuble [0 only the
gener1rors to which they connect. These are the expttted K1lutions.
4.32 POINT TWO. LOOP FEED
The $eCOod point, distinct :and opposite from tile lint, dn1s with the flow On tines 1 and 2
which join. busses IS to 2md busses 15 to 5 respectivdy. The total fJow 2Iong linn l:and2.,
u idmtified in the l02d flow soluQoa. arc CC1uiw!enr to that genuated by genental 1 u it
shoWd be bued on KCL Rows 1 :lnd 2 in section B of tables C.\ • C.5 illUSttlllC this
obSeJ'Vlnioo. Bued on case study I, generator l's component of flow on transmission line
number t, as calcub.ted through me use of participation fxton, tOWs t02.S-/_ofthe
tesultult flow on line 1. Similarly,gnlerator l's compooc:nt of flow 00 tntumissiooline
Dumber 2 is 94.8"_ of the resultant now on line 2 This analysis indiates that the output of
pc:r2tor t opposes the flow from me omer geDenton on line 1 and teinfot'CCI the t10w
from the other penton 00 line 2 This is as apected. and is es.actly the type of coodition
for whieh the decomposition fotmuJa is useful Lines 1 and 2 aute 2 loop feed in the
sy1tem and will contain now within themselves &om generaton 8 and 16 regud1c:u as to
whether or oot geoc:ntor t is on line and producing. Even though genet::ltor 1 is radia.ll.y
COll.llected to these liou. the total. use of these lines is ll.Ilt directly ataibutable to genea-tor
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1. This is an ideal eumple highlighting the decomposition of line flows intO c:onmbucions
made by ~ch generator. The u:unple also higliligbu one of the issues prevalent in
transmission access costing Uld the developed method's usefulness fOf associating line
·UJ POINT THREE, COUNTER FLOW
The iliird point deals IlIith the flows atmbuublc 10 genenIaI 8 in tnmmission lines 4, 5,6,
and other lines 1$ ....·ell. as illustrated in section B of ubles C.I -CS. The CUttent
componcnrs atttJbutablc to genento: 8 <ippeat' with an 2S5OWte<! negative sign indicating
that the flows from genU1IOf 8 IUD. counter to the predomlaa.nt flows of getter-Hon I md
16. This is verifiable through visU2l inspection of the system and is useful infonnation for
costing purpoSe1 as ",ell
·U.4 TEST GROUP 1
ftis evident from the results aCche first group aftestS, cues 1-3, cable groupings C.I • C.3,
that in a sYUe1n with isometric changes in load :lnd generation. the syucm exhibits
consistent puricipation £:acron for e2ch geoentOt - W1e: reb.rionship. For such an
arnmgnnmt of $Ccnmos of Io1d sl:w:ing, the compocCIl.t of line=t in ncb line
cocmbutw by ~ geeen.ror is ptcdict2ble This bet is illustr.1ted in !igur" 4.5·4.7. This
[ncrion to the system change as illU5ttatw in the resulu, is 15 upected.
....3.5 TEST GROUP 2
The seeood group of tests deals with a system with SSW q1ucs ofgener.uioc ~[ the .1100-
swing busses which do not shue in lo~d fonowing. The [eswtS in figures 4.8·4.10 and
ubles C1, C.4 - C.5 in 1.ppeudtt C. indic:ate Wt the coctributioo of genentioo [0 line flows
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are «kulabl£. As wdl the geocraml - line puticipltion baat c:ombin.rioM are omy
roughly predictable over 12rge load cbatl~s. The WOnt example of dUs poor pudicubility is
evident when comparing generator 8's coocnbuaon to the flow on lnnsmissioD linc 1 in
sNdies I and 5. Geaenror S', puticipltion &ctor V'Jrics by 50% ill. these 2 cues. The entire
1c»d of the system differs by 2. multiple of 3 rimes in tbc$e 2 studies,:md me cb:mge in
generation required to meet the new load is completdy serviced by the ,,,,,ing bus, generator
t, which is connected to transmission line 1. The lack of accunlt prcdicubility is ClI:pcctcd
due to the :u;tempr !O model :a non Iineu system by W1y of:ll linear appro3C.:h. This Iineu
app!OUb does not suiubly account for the mttt2cth'c component of line flows from
gencntOr$. Although. the rcsulrs over luge load changes do offcr some insight into the
zooe of influence of each generator on the power system and could ponibly be U$cd for
smal1load changes, especWly for tnnsmissioo lines remote from the genentor which is
~g irs conmburioo to the system. The comparison of other particip:lltion baon
[el:ilting generator outputs ilfl.d tnnsmlssion line flows for the e:s:U'eme diffe[enc~ in
dispatch between ase srudies 1 and 5 gcnea1ly differ by less than 10% for lines e1ectriully
remote from the dir«t influences of genrnuon and can pto\ide tough estim.:iltC5 in these
ases. Figule 4.10 illustntes the p:uticip:ilOon faaors over luge lo:ad dunges when no load
shuing is csl:ilblished.
4.3.6 ACCURACY OF RESULTS
The reswtsofthe £inlgroup oflcsD., tests 1- 3 ,ue surmru.ri:l:cdin figures 4.5 - 4.7. and
uble groups C.l • C.3, show th:ilt the contnbutions of ncb gener:ltor to the tot:iil How in:ll
tnnsmission line :ltC accuule u compared agaiJm the solutions in the load flow study. The
m.3piNde of thC5C enon and me usocialed percent2gCS c:an be: seen in columns tided
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difference (If section B of the t2bles lnd are utisfact0lY in the (onrut of assumptions of
CODSt1l\[ line puuncten. neglected line temUDet; :md bus vol~ appromm.ring t p.u.
Superior acCUI:lCY WllS e.lpeeted here because the rnuhematio.l procedure does not ICnWly
estim:l.lt the total cuneot in a uansmiuion line by adding up c:1ch generator's tonttibution
to the [otal. In re:aliry the procedure works backwud from the answer presented in the
load 60..", saluoan. The method uses the tr:UlSmission lim: currents that ....·crc solved for in
the AC 1o:K! Bow solution, and then attributes specific puctn~ of ncb line CUl:Ico.r to
~ch gencnlor. When these pe«:enagcs are recombined, the [OW 111111 e<jwl 100"/. once
ag'1in. E"en :m erroneous decomposition. when r(combined will produce :a total equal to
100%. Such an erroneous decomposition can result from a poor inversion of the Y""
rnatri.t. or from false values within the origin:al m:attU. As a result my clTors in
decomposirion :lfC tr:Itelble only by eumining the Io:ads It the bunes.
The second test for ICcunc:y , outlined in colw:nm tided "di£fctCt:lce" in section.s ( of ub!c5
C.1 -C.5, indiatcs that each gener.aton contribution to the toulload U 2 p:ut:iaU:u bus
when added together are generally within 1. 0/. of that of the inst:illed load, which again is
satisfactory. This can be improved if line [oues are c::s:tracted from the results.
The only exceptions to this are numerated in rows 3, 5 and 7 in tables (.I-C to C.5-C. The
c:alcubtc:d difference in th~ c:ases CUl be c:uily explained :and reduced by using one of the
3 methods mentioned in section 4.2 of this chapter. The c:alcubted difference in row 6 of
uble C.5-C, which is the brgc:st dingremlent in :a1l the tables,:and whicb de:als wilh the load
at bus 5, is calculated to be 18.42% whm no attct:t:lpr is made to reduce the discrep:anc:ies
attributable to line losses. Tb.rough the use of method 2 in s«rion 4.2 the cakuhted
differmce at bus 5 in study 5 an be reduced to less than 1"1•. The difference berwem
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forwud 2nd levef$e flows on lines }oiniJ:lg busses 15-5, and 2·5, and the li!1e !ones WI
C2use this difference, arc the reuons for the efu;l;fepancics. The more 'Ppaling answer, and
its effect on the tOW CODtt1DUDoO from gener.uon to low, in a.s.e nudy 5 is shown below.
However the adjusanmr of this cakubted difference in 00 way effects the aedibili[y of the
Connube derived in the thesis. The iustification fot nor using one of the three correction
methods listed previously is the fact that the objective of the iIlustrarions in sections "C" of
the tables is to account for the tOI11 output of the generators. By compui.tl.g only the
calcub.ted loads at the busses to the outpUts of the gencnlon, the difference would contain
two O)mponents. One of the compooena wouk! be line lones and the other ~..ould be the
errors resulting &om the formulae. Bf not cakuhring line losses, the enon that result from
the applic:uioD of the Connubc become more evident.
e... ........ 1nIlIIlIdLc.d 111__ gll1c:n1 geCllfll
0.01939121 O.00111l72 0.0Q:20507
............
The third tnt for accuraq,:U given in rows tided differenu in section C oFtabks C.l • C.s
indiate that errors up to 1"10 ate present. The total of the conaiburions for a puticulat
generator to all of the installed loads ate within acceptable ettor for t$timaring purposes.
These eftor percentages can be reduced if line losses aIe marc acc;untc1y accounted for.
No ancmpt wu rru.dc in this thesis to cakuh[e the line lolses attribuublc: to each generator
u it ~ e:r.peaed tha.t given the gelloually small errors present, theu copper losses are
alcubble. The simple implemenlJltWllo of e • R an be a.pplied euil.y u Q;eIl.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
S.OSUMMARY
Full retail and wholu:l!e competition in the electric utility industry is a fait accompli. In the
oear future energy consumers v.i!! have a cboice from whom to purchase their electric
energy and some choice in the terms by which the energy is contracted. This introduction
of consumer choice will initiate major changes in !:he corporate structure of elecmc utilities,
the methods by wmch these companies are mana~d. the mechanisms by which revenues
are ~nerated and the manner by which the industry is regulated. The long standing industry
strUcture comprised of regulated·vertically integrated utilities which receive compensation
based on verifiable and approved costs will be phased out. A more market based industry
comprised of a regulated transmission sector which is independent of the less regulated
gm.eration and ret:ail sectors. in a business dominated by a limited nwnbet of multinational
utilitie1i, formed through mergers and acquisitions, is highly probable.
A necessary mecha.ni.sm for achieving this fundament:l! and significant change in the
industry is the ability to have energy generators access their energy customers in a
nondisctiminatory manner. This necessary link between sellers and buyers has been
achieved in certain jurisdictions by legislating open :access to the transmission systems of
public utilities. Access to the ttansmission systems of private utilities will come -about
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through reciprocity pro\-wons in the lcgisbtion. "This open ac(:cu to the ttammission
s~ltemwill necessitate me filing of open aceeu wif{s b~ lr'lnSmission owning uriliries. to
each cotpOntioo's regulatory body, so thac marker particip:anu will h:ave $Orne
understanding of the rnulling luilTs. II is espeaed that fot the lint few yeus :ana rc-
rcgubrioo whewg nte design will be cost Imed 2$ opposed 10 \-alue hued. The wifk are
necessary for obu.ining the required revenues needed co 1'111 for me apia! and oper-umg
costs ohile transmission i.cfnstructwc,and to 5n:u1ce any future reinforcements.
The terms by which cosc based wheding rates h:ave historically been calcubted arc without
complexity :wd will prove unsatisfactory in an era of open access. A pricing system
retlecting the e:ucnt of use of the tr.l.nsmission system is a desirable componeot in future
lOU•. The customary cosring mcmods used for compcnsarion, such as the postage starnI'
method. and me contnct path method., while simple to implement. O\'cnimplify the ph}'$ics
of electric tr1Qsmission and as :a [null do OOl adeqlUotely reflect the eUCQt of use of the
UUlsmission infrauNcrure. The inability of these methods to JCCOW:I.t for loop !lows is their
major limitation. The federal Energy Rtgulatory Comminion in the L'S las rl!:Q)gni:led this
limitation and has commissioned studies intO the issues of1oop !lows and has
f«ommendcd die dcvelopmelU of costing methodologies which more ICCUfItdy reflect the
utent of use of the system. The mote credible costing methods being considered for
eva.lUJrioo to utisfy this request an~ based on wme vernon of the Megawalt.~1ile
methodology. This methodology incorporates the amount of po\"iet being conlr.icted and
the transmission facilities used in the transaction. This measure of syStem use by a wheeling
C\Utomu is then used in differing ways to apportion the com of the e:lisring system and
upgrades between system uset'S. The COsts can be evalU2ted and allocated on an embedded,
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nurginal. Of inannC'nul buis, as discussed in duple!" two.
The Bow <ll1d disunce srm.itive cornpensaOOQ schemes being considered, lCgudlesS of
version, aD require some method for dettrmisUng the path 2nd magnitude of the tnnSac;:ted
P0';l,'U bcNrCcn the genentor:and consumer so that the costing methodology OD be
employed. The applic:uion of puricipaooo factors to a load flow solution provide a
mecbanism fOt estimating the needed quantities and paths of transacted power.
The puticipuioD. factors ugd in iliis thesis arc obtained from the expression for genearion
shift facton aDd as I result arc hued 00 system conligurarion. Puticip1tioo facton arc
cr~led by genenlizing the puticulu solution foc these 'A' &'ctors. ·A' faclan provi&:oJ,
mechaaism. for estim.1.ting the change in flow on a u:msmissioo line that result from '1
change in outpUt from a parricub.r source. The genenlization of this p:uticuW solution
pro"des :an exprenion th2t relates the ahsolUlc flow on I tnnSmiuioo line to the sum of
componeon dirccdy arnibu~blc to specific generators. This absolute rebriondup is
obtained by shifting all the generlltion on the system to the swing bus, througb the use of
the '.\' f:acton, so:as to obum the needed qU:IOrities:and conSt:aIHS for the p:uticular
system oper:ating point in qlJtStion. E:ach unique oper:ating scenario requires the
reformulation of new participstion f:acton..
5.1 MAJOR CONTJUBUTION OF THIS WOU
The formubtions developed in ch.:apter J, while modest, produce eo.cour:aging results,:as :a
mC2Ds for resolving the tOW llow on :a tr.u1smisrion line into components sttriburable to
the output of particular gener:aton. While it is certain that the biDing for wh«ling services
will be :achieved through some fonn of revenue metering, the formul:aOODs derived within
h.:ave wue as a planning tool for estimating the I.l$age of facilities by system users. The main
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1dv:ul~ of employing ~ncr:al:i2:edparticipation f:actors is the ability to incorporate all the
trUlSaCtioDS mit arc prelim: in a transmission system It :a puticular time intO onc srudy
thereby inansing the speed with which different coiling cues an be developed and
ualyIed. In comparison. dLrougb the method of successive studies, an equal plus one
number of sNdies as that of generators need be conducted to determine tbe contz:lbuaons
made by t:lch source to the total flow 00 each facility in the system. The method of
isobring tnnsacrions :also requites that an eqwl number plus oDe system ,rudie! to that of
genc!"lI[on be completed to disce~ system flows between tnnSmission customers. The
implementation of this method is simple for any S)"Stcm 1lDd may be quite simple if the
inv~cJ:&Cob~mam is exu:acublc from the symm software lUed for akubting load
flow SOIUriOIU. The method requites that one system load 60w srudy be conducted from
which the C'1lcubrion and appliation of the gencr:alized participation facton is then c:uricd
out. The formulation can cuily be incorporlltcd into system pbnning $OfNttUc:as a utility.
5.1 CONCLUSIONS
The neC'd for an efficient methodology II!ruch resolves the power flow on transmission lines
into components mnburable to lpecific genenton is 1. requirement when developing and
implementing 1.cccpt1.ble open :lccnl wiffs. While it may be ynn bcfo~ Suil20ble wiffs ue
this thesis shows mcounging results :IS:I method for esrimsriag such rc5Olution of flows. A
sunple lEEE 14 bus system bas been successfully implemented. It provides confirm:ltory
tests of the novel cost allocation methods ouilinC'd in this thesis.
5.J RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORn
Flndy. the fonnulae in this work were developed for application to simple transmission
systems which do not include phne shifting mnsfOm:l.en. Modifications to include the
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effects of these devices would add to the usefulness of the devised method. Secondly, the
relationship between line currents and gencntOf injections can be investigated through the
applicatioo of line out'l.ge factors. Thirdly, this thesis deili mainly with the COStS associated
with reaJ. power flow in a transmission s~tem. For a complete analysis of tariff costs,
consideration and rese:uc:b will have 10 be given co the costs of production associated with
transmission. Fourthly, it may be: desirable to malyze the cosn of elecnicity tnD.Sport from
the perspective of the receiving load busses as opposed to the generation busses, as c:u:lier
alluded to. Finally, the ,osts associated with the usc of the distribution systems will require
furthcrreseuch.
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APPENDIX A
IEEE 14 BUS SYSTEM AND SYSTEM DATA
A·I
TABLE A.t· MODIFIED IEEE 14 BUS SYSTEM. BUS DATA
, STAR SUS VOlTAGES ~BUS NUI.l8ER MAGNITUDe ...<£ UMIT "" ONAR, , ,." 0 0 02 , 0 0 0.0217 0.121, ! , 0 0 0 .- 0.0151
·
, 0 0 0 o.oml ....",, , 0 I 0 0 0.00711 0.00111
·
, 0 0 0 0.0112 0.0075
1 , 0 0 0 0 0
·
, 0 0.01 , ./-0.05 0 0, , , 0 0 0 0.0295 O.olee
"
, 0 0 0 0."" 0.0058
"
, 0 , 0 0 0."" .0018
"
, 0 , 0 0 0.00ll1 0.00111
" :
, 0 0 0 0.0135 ooose
.. , 0 0 0 0.01.51 0.005
"
, 0 0 0 0 0
"
, , I 0 I a.. ./-0.03 0 0
BAse'* 1!XMVA.
TABLE A.2· MODIFIED IEEE 14 BUS SYSTEM. UNE DATA
UNE NUMBER 'LINE DESIGNATION I
1 L 1-2
2 L1-S
3 L2·3
4 L2-4
5 L2-S
• L3-47 L S
8 L 7
• L .....10 L5-6
11 L8-11
12 L8-12
13 L8-13
14 L7-8
15 L 7-9
16 L9-10
17 L9-14
18 L 10-11
19 L 12·13
20 L1~14
21 L1·15
22 L2·16
INO. REAC.
0.05917
0.22304
0.19797
0.17632
0.17386
0.17103
0.04211
0.20912
0.53616
025202
0.Hile9
0.25581
0.13027
0.17815
0.11001
0.....
021038
0.19207
0.19968
0.3<802
0.'
0.1
ICAPACITANCE
0.0528
0.0492
0._
0.0374
0.0301
0.0348
0.0128
A-2
MODIFIED IEEE 14 BUS SYSTEM, SINGLE LINE DL\GRAM
b'b
FIGURE A.I MODIFIED IEEE '4 BUS SYS1Ehl
APPENDIX B
TABLE OF CONTENTS
CASE STUDY 1 • BASE CASE B-1
CASE STUDY 2 . DOUBLE LOAD WITH LOAD SH.\RING B· 9
C.\SE STUDY 3 - TRIPLE LOAD WITH LOAD SHARING B - 17
CASE STUDY 4. DOUBLE LOAD, ADDITIONAL LOAD
SERVlCED BY SLKK BUS B - 24
CASE STUDY 5 - TRIPLE LOAD, ADDITIONAL LOAD
SERVICED BY SLKK BUS B - 32
RAW DATA AND LOAD FLOW SOLUTIONS
CASE STUDY t - BASE CASE
8-,
"ntE NUMBD OF LINES IS, 22
115:1 .019la .Ost11 0 0
:1 IS 5.05403 .2230400
1 :1 J .04699 .19191 005
... :1 .... 05811 .17632 0 0 5
5:1 5 .05695 .lnl8 005
, 3 .... 06701 .17103005
, ... 5.01335.04211 005
841.0001.20912 0 0 5
9 ... 9 .15 .~S6l8 0 0 5
105/;.01 .25202005
11 I> 11 .09498 .1989 0 0 5
11 6 12 .12291 .25581 0 0 5
13' 13 .0"15 .13021 0 0 5
14 18.05.17615005
1579.03.11001005
16910 .CHIl .0845005
17' 14 .12111 .27038005
1'1011 .08205 .19201005
19 12 lJ .220n .19988 0 0 5
20 1] H .110n .14802 0 0 5
11 1 15 .03 .1 0 0 5
22 :1 l6 .03 .1005
!liE t-UGEST ..US NtlMBER IS 16
101.0050000000
:1 1 1 0 0 0 ,0211 .0127 0 0
) 1 1 0 0 0 .0'142 .019 0 0
... 1 1 a 0 a .0478 -.003900
5110 0 0 .0076 .00lli 0 0
611000 .0112 .0075 a 0
7110000000
8:1 l. 0.0700 a .OS -.05
911000 .0295 .01'600
10 1 000 .009 .005800
11 1 0 0 0 .0035 .0018 0 0
1211000 .0061 .0016 0 0
13 1 1000 .Oll5 .005800
14 11000 ,0149.00500
151 l 0 000000
15 2 1 0.04000.0] -.03
"AA.~ING, YOUR TlU.HSP'OIU(ER OATA IS £M1i'TY.
PLEASE CHECJ: YOUR TRANSFOIIMU INP'tn' OAT".
PlJlSS RrruR..'i" TO COm-INITI.
nl"E !nME!£R OP TRA...'i"SPORXEltS IS 0
00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE TOLERANCE LIVIL C Y OR N J? nn
nu: MAXIMUM NUMBER OP ITEAATIONS IS 20.
00 YOU WANT TO CKANGE 11IE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ( Y OR !l )1 nn
SELECTION OP INITIAL Ims VOLTAGB MAGNITUDES AND ANGLES ,
1. FLAT START
2. OUTPUT VALUIS FROM THE PlUVIOUS RUN
£.'<TD. YOUR SELECTION I 1 OR 2 I 11
8-2
"'STARTING VALUES"·
1.005 a
LaOS 0
1.00S I)
1.0050
1.0050
1.00S 0
1.005 a
, 0
1.00S
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
.0
····THE: PROC~ IS RUNNIM;;····
BUS ADHITTA.'1CES MAnIX. REAL PARTS
0.000
7.603
..,
·2.752
311S ;\Ol"It1"r~'fCES MATRIX, IMAGINAAY PARTS
......................................
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ~.lH 0.000
0.000 .J~. 52~ '.182 5.116 5.19' 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.2'3 ~.1H
0.000 4.782 .~ .851 5.0n 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 5.116 5.0n ·18.221 21.519 0.000 ".782
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 5.1h 0.000 21.519 ·14.691 1.68' 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.235 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.68" ·17.057 0.000 0.000
0.000 '.0" 1.116 6.101 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.112 0.000 0.000 ·18.491 1.'61
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.254 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 1."6 0.000 0.000 8.461
10.165 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.0U O.OOG 0.000
10.1650.000 O.GGG 0.000 O.OOG O.OOG G.OOO 0.000
'14.168 4.403 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OGO 4.094 O.GOO
4.403 ·8.497 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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9.174 15.263 0.000 O.GOO 4.235 0.000 0.000
0.000 O.OOG 0.000 0.000 0.000 -28.672 G.OGG
0.000 9.114 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.01313 0.000
....... PL&ASE WAlT .._. ,........ IS !ilL1o.~I:«; .......
-..............--
PLEASE WAIT PROGIUH IS R11lCl'ING
n<E !M'CIlER OF ROWS IN THE J"ACOatA.'f MA11ltX
"
PLUSS WAlT PROGRNl IS RUh~tl«;
THE NtJM8ER OF ROWS IN THE JACOBIAN fotAT1UX ~ a
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::~"'!'ER YOUR S£LEcrION n, 2, 3 Oil 4) 33
::JO YOU WAN'!' TO DISPLAY 'MIt aus OUTPUT DATA ( Y OR Ii' ) ? yy
00 YOU >IAN"!' TO DISPLAY THE LINE OtTTPtrr DATA ( Y OR N' ) ? IT
!Xl '{OU WA!n' TO DISPLAY THE OUTPUT DATA IN EXI'ON'ENTIAI. FORMAT ( Y OR N ) ? 'IY
!,i"SE TH£ Ctr:l PRINT SCR££N OPTION NOW IF YOU WANT TO PRIST THE ;U:Sl,ILTS.
?RESS ilETUR.'1 TO CONT!NUB.
VOLTo>.G£ ;;>HASE
AAGNlTUD£ ,u"GLE
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2.17£-02
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. n -l.!HE·OJ ' .• u-g", 2.lll-0]
n , 1.91E-03 -9.40£-04 2.13£-0]
,
"
0.4<48-03 2.24£-0] Ii.ln-OJ
" ·
-6.41£-03 -2.232-03 6.11£·03
,
"
1.21E-02 5.51£-0] 1.39£-02
U , -1.2U·02 -5.4U-OJ 1,]9£-02
-6.912-02 -2.31E-02 1.35S-02
7.00E-02 1.418-02 7.40i·02
$.42£-02 1.2711-02 5.n2-02
-S.41E-02 -2.2)1-02 5.851-02
.
"
1.44£-02 5.n£-0) 1.5U-02
" ·
-1.44£-02 -5.615-0J 1.5U-02
,
"
1.5JI-02 4.751-03 1.518-02
"
·
-1.53£-02
-'.nl-oJ 1.501-02
"
U 5.411-03 8.551-04 5.411-03
U
"
-5.41S-0J -8.'011-0. 5 .•U-03
"
U 3.J2£-0. 5.218-0. 7.0911-0.
n
"
-3.32£-0. -'.211-0. 1.091-0.
U
"
-•. 121-0. 3.121-0. 5.171-0.
"
U 4.12E-O. -3.UE-0. 5.171-0.
1.5n-0~
, "
" ,
-3.998-02 -2.98E-02 ".981i:-02
4.00B-02 ].001>-02 5.001>,02
0-8
CASE STUDY 2 • DOUBLE LOAD WITH LOAD SHARING
..,
"TKE N1JMBER OF LINES 15: 22
1152: .01U, .05917 0 0
2. 155.05403 .2230400
1 2. J .0469Sl .19797 0 0 5
" 2. " .05111 .17632 0 0 5
5 2. 5 .05695 .17J88 0 0 5
, J " .0"01 .IH03 005
74.5 .OllJ5 .04211 0 0 5
8 " '7 .0001 .20912 0 0 5
Sl " 9 .15.55618005
1056 .07 .25202005
11 6 11 .09498 .1989 0 0 5
12 fi 12 .12291 .25511 0 0 5
11 , LJ .06615 .non a 0 5
14 '7 8 .OS .17615005
15'79.01.11001005
16 9 10 ,03181 .084$ DOS
17 9 ...12Hl .21038 0 0 5
18 1011 .08205 .19207005
191213 .22092 .19988005
20 IJ 14 .17091 .14802005
21115.01 .1005
222. 16 .OJ .1005
TKE URCEST BUS NUKBER IS 16
101.0050000000
2: 1 1000 .0414 .02540 0
311000.1814.03800
" 1 1000 .09S6 -.007.00
511000 .OU2 .001200
~ i i ~ g g 002~4 0 .o~s 0 0
82: 10.14 000.1-.1
911000 .OSSl .0)3200
1011000 .018 .011600
11 11000.007.00)600
12 1 1000.0122,001200
13 1 1 0 0 0 .021 .0116 0 0
14 1 1000.0291 .0100
15110000000
16 ~ 1 0 .08 0 0 0 .015· .06
WARNING, YOUR TRANSFORMER DATA IS EMPTY.
PLEASE CHECK YOUR TRA....SFORMSR INPUT OATA.
PRESS ReTURN TO CONTIN'IJI.
THB NUMBBR 0' TRANSFORMSRS IS 0
'I'K! TOL£RANC2 t.£VE.t. IS
00 YOU WAllT TO CHANGB THE TOL£IlANCI: LEVE:L I ! OR N I? NN
THI! KAXI/I!tlH NlJXBER OF ITUATtOtlS IS ~O.
00 YOU WANT TO ~S THE troMBER. 0' ITERATIONS ( Y OR N )? NN
SELECTION OF INITIAL BUS VOLTAGE HAGNITUtlSS AND ANGLES ,
l. FLAT STAAT
~. OUTP'UT VALUllS FllOM THE PREVIOUS RtIN
£NTU YOUR SELECTION' ( l OR ~ I U
8-10
"'STARTINQ VA.LUES···
1.005 a
1.005 a
1.005 a
1.005 a
1.005 a
1.005 a
1.00S a
, ,
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005, ,
aus AOMITTANCSS MA'nlIX,UAt. ..ARTS
0.000
0.000
0.000
8-11
BUS ADMITTANCES MATRIX,IMAGINAJl.Y PUTS
-1.026
8-"
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.174 0.000
0.000 -39.529 40.7" 5.116 S.U' 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.263 9.174
0.000 4.782 *~L8S1 5.069 0.000 0.000 0.:00
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 5.116 5.069 -38.221 21.519 0.000 ".1"
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 5.194 0.000 21.579 '34.691 l.U" 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.235 Il.OCO
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.684 -17.057 0.000
0.000 4.09" 3.176 6.103 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.782 0.000 0.000 -11.491
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 S.2!ol
0.000 O.COO 0.000 0.000 O.OCO 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 1.676 0.000 0.000 '.HI
10.365 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.029 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
_14_'68 4 . .103 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.094 0.000
L.l03
-s.n' 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ].176 0.000
0.000 0.000 -5.428 2.252 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.10] 0.000
0.000 0.000 1.152 -10.670 1.ll5 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 1.ll5 -5.344 0.000 0.000
9.174 15.163 0.000 0.000 4.235 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -28.672 0.000
0.000 9.174 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
....... PL£ASE WAIT . ... PllCX;JU.'t IS ;l.i..~INC .......
PLEAS! WAIT .. PROGRAM IS jUJNNING
THE NUM8ER OP ROWS IN THE JAC08IAll MA1'll.IX
"
!TERATION" 1
MISMATCH. 9.421-01
PLEASa IfAIT •. PROGiUJ'l IS RUNNING
THE NtlHBER OF ltOWS IN THa JACOBIAN MATIl.IJI... 28
B-"
B-14
ltISMATCH. '.lSE-05
QG a. 6.3SUUE·02
TOTAL 1>'UMB£R or lTEV.TI0NS.. ,
MISM.\T'CH. 2.1SB-05
PUSS R£1'tJll.H TO CONTINUE
··THE RESt!LTS ME !lOW SlING SENT TO OUTPUT DATA FILES."
WOI.n.D VOU LIn: TO:
1. UPDATE na: INPUT DATA PILES
2. RUN THE FROGIWt
J. OISPLAY 'tR:i otlTi'UT DATA
4. STOP
ENTER YOUR SELECTION (1,2,3 OR 4) )]
00 YOU WI\.NT TO DI5PU,Y 'rHE BUS OtJTi'UT DATA ( Y OR N 1 ? YY
DO YOU WA.'IT TO DISPLAY TlIE LINE OUTPUT DATA l Y OR N I ? 'tY
iXl YOO WA.... 10 DISPLAY THE nA."OSFORMiR Ot1I'PUT DATA ( Y OR N I ? SY
00 YOU WANT TO OISPLAY no 0U'ri'tn' DATA IN EXPONENTIAL FORMAT I Y OR N I ? 'tV
USE THE Cttl PRINT SOUiN' OPTION !tOW IF YOU WANT TO PRINT TilS RESULTS.
PRiSS R.£'TURN TO CONTINUE.
POWER. Ft"OW 8US OUTPUT DATA FOR
,..
d.egl'''. unit
,..
W1it
Qt. .9S,.V,.1.0~
1.01.8.00 O,OOS.OO 3.071-01 S.H-I-02 O.OOhOO o.oos_oo
9.8U-Ol -2.3U:.OO O.OOhOO o.ooa.oo 4.141-02 2.54£-02
9.7411-01 ·J.121.00 0.001+00 0.001.00 1.UIl-01 3,801·02
9.808-0t -3.061_00 O,OOE.OO O.OOhOO 9.568-02 -7,IOB·03
9.81£-01 -2.871.00 0.001.00 0.001.00 1.521-02 ].201-03
9.69£-01 -].60£.00 0.001.00 O.OOhOO 2.2U-02 1.5011-02
7 9.82£-01 -2.69S.00
8 1.00£.00 ·1.448.00
9 9.7)E-Ol ·3.32&.00
109.71£-01 -3.441';.00
11 9.&U:-Ol ·3.552.00
12 9.ue·Ol ·3.77£.00
13 9.US-Ol ·J.76<:.00
149.&'£-01 ·J.752.00
159.91£-01 -1."2.00
1& 9.94S·01 ·2.01£.00
O.OOS.OO
1.40B·Ol
O.OOB.OO
O.OOE.OO
o.ooe.oo
0.00£.00
0.00£.00
0.002.00
O.OOE.OO
8.00E-02
0.00£·00
&.J5£-02
0.00£.00
0.00£.00
O.OOS.OO
O.OOlhOO
0.00£.00
0.001;:'00
0.008.00
&.002,02
0.001.00
0.002.00
5.90£·02
1.IOS-02
'7.00B·03
1.22E·02
2.702·02
2.9IS-02
0.002.00
0.00£.00
0.002.00
0.00£.00
].322·02
l.16£-02
].60£-0]
3.20E·03
1.16£,02
1.002-02
0.002.00
0.002.00
roW£R PLOW LINI OUTPUT DATA FOR
o i1A'i"I~ uCE£D£D
--------- -- _--_ _----_ - _ .
" ,2 15
" ,
, "
, n
n ,
2.07£·01 2.072-02 2.08£-01
-2.0U-Ol
-1.80S·02 2.078-01
9.63S·02 2.221f·02 9.888-02
-!J.SIE·02 ·2.00E-02 9.7n·02
1.221-01 3.20£·02 1.UI·Ol
-1.211-0l -2.liE·02 1.24£-01
&.92£-02
-:: ~~::~~ 6.98£-02-&.891>-02 6.94£-02
5.19£·02 1.05E·02 5.JO£-02
·5.171·02 ·9.99£·03 5.27£-02
-&.7SK-02 ·9.201·0J 6.I1E·02
6.788-02 1.001·02 6.IU·02
·7.528-02 4.76£·OJ 7.5JS-02
7.511O-02 -4.518·03 7.54£,02
-2.97E-02 ·8.51B-OJ 3.0n·02
2.971-02 '.711·03 3.10E·02
1.042-02 9_758-0J 1.42£·02
·1.031·02 -9.6111:·03 1.UE-02
5.70B·02 3.138·02 6.50E-02
-S.n8-02 ·3.018·02 6.42S-02
-3.9n·03 4.65B·04 4.0U:-03
3.988-03 ·4.61E-04 4.0lE-03
4.331·03 1.35£·02
.."
,
"
2.55£'02 1.04£-02 2.75£-02
"
,
-2.54£-02 -1.038-02 2.HE-02
-1.39£-01 -5.94£-02 1.51£-01
1.40£-01 6.15£-02 1.5U-Ol
1.09£-01 S.On-02 1.20£-01
-1.098-01 -4.90E-02 l.UE-Ot
, :' 2.908-02 1.498-02 ).26E-02
"
·2.90£·02 -1.488-02 3.25£-02
, U 3.09£-02 1.06E-02 1.2'£-02
U , -l.OU-a2 -1.01£-02 l.H£-02
"
n 1.10£-02 3.16£-03 l.HE-02
n
"
-1.10£-02 -3.14£-03 l.UE-OJ
" "
6.10E-04 1.08E-OJ 1.HE-03
" "
-6.09£-04 -1.06S-0) l.HE-OJ
"
U -9.64£-04 -2.67£-04 1.00E-03
U
"
'.64£-04 2.67£-04 1.00E-03
,
"
l.07E-Cll 5.24£-02 ].11£-01
"
,
-:1.04£-01 -4.28£-02 1.071-01
,
"
-7.97£-02 -5.90£-02 9,92£-02
"
, 8.00£-02 6.00£-02 1.00£-01
Ctrl PRINT SCREEN At.'Il THE..'l PRESS RETURN TO CCHTINU2.
CASE STUDY 3 - TRIPLE LOAD WITH LOAD SHARING
.."
"TK£ !IUM1IEll. OF LINES IS, n
1152.01938 .05111700
2 15 5 .0540] .2BO' 0 0
1 :2 ] .04699 .197" 0 0 5
~ :2 ... 05811 ,11612 0 0 5
5:2 5 .05695 .11381005
6 J ... 06701 .17103005
'7 " 5 .01335 .04211 0 0 5
8 .. '7 .0001 .20912 0 0 5
') " \I .15 .55618 005
105/;.07 .25202005
11 6 11 .094!18 .1989 0 0 5
12 , 12 .12291 .255.1005
13 /; 1) .0"15 .13027 0 0 5
140 '" a .OS .17615 0 0 5
157') .03 .11001005
16 \I 10 .03181 .0845005
17 II 14 .12711 .27038 0 0 5
18 10 11 ,08205 .19201005
19 12 13 .22092 .19988005
20 13 14 .17091 .34802 0 0 5
21 1 15 .03 .1005
22216.03.1005
rm: t.AAG£ST BUS Nl,/MBER IS 16
10 l.005 0000000
2 1 0 0 0 .OUI .0381 0 II
] 1 000.2826.05700
4 1 0 0 0 .1434 -.0117 0 0
511000.0228 .0048 0 0
611000 .0336 .022500
'7110000000
8:2 10 .21000.15.15
\I 1 1 0 0 0 .0885 .0498 0 0
1011000 .o:n .017400
11 1 1000.0105.005400
12 1 1 0 0 0 .0183 .0041 0 0
13 1 1000.0405.011400
14 1 1000.0447.01500
15110000000
16 2 10.12000.' -.'
WARNING: YOIJ1t TRANSFORMER DAT... ts EMPTY.
PLUSE CHECK YOUR TRANSFORMER INPtrr OAT....
PReSS RJ;'nJRN TO CONTINUI:.
THE NUMBER OF TRANSFORMERS IS 0
THE 'f'OLERANO LBV!L IS
00 YOU MA."tI' TO CHA.'«>E THE TOLERANCK LIN2L ( Y OR N I? NS
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF IttJlATIONS IS 20
00 YOU WAltI' TO CHANGE THE NUMBBR OP ITERATIONS ( Y OR N I? !IN
SELEctION OF INITIAL BUS VOLTAGB foV,GNInroES AN!> ANGLES :
1. FLAT START
2. OUTPUT VAWiS f"RClM THE PUVIOUS RUN
£NTE.R YOUR. SELEctION I 1 OR 2 I 11
....
•• 'S1'llTING VALUES'"
1.0050
1.0050
1.0050
1.0050
1.0050
1.00S 0
1.0050
, 0
1.005
1.00S
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
1.005
, 0
BUS ADMI'T'TANCES /'lATRIX, REAL PARTS
0.000
..19
0.000
sus ADMI'ITANCES MATRIX. IMAGINARY PARTS
-......_--_._--- ..................
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9,1H 0.000
0.000 -39.529 4.782 5.11' 5.194 ll.CCO 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1$.2'3 9.174
0.000 4.782 -9.851 $.059 O.OOll 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 $.116 5.0n -38.221 21.519 0.000 4.782
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.ODO 0.000 0.000
O.COO S.U4 0.000 21.519 -34.691 1.U" 0.000
0.000 O.llOD O.OOll 0.000 0.000 4.215 0.000
0.000 0.000 O.llOO 0.000 1.61" -17.057 0.000
0.000 4.094 1.1"16 6.101 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 40.712 O.OOll 0.000 -18.491
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.254
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OllO 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 O.llOD 1.6'6 0.000 0.000 8.461
10.365 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.029 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
8-20
-14.768 4.40] 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.094 0.000
4.40] -1.497 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.176 0.000
0.000 0.000 -5.421 2.252 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.10] 0.000
0.000 0.000 2.252 -10.610 2.]15 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 2.315 -5.]44 0.000 0.000
9.174 15.263 0.000 0.000 4.235 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -21_&'2 0.000
0.000 9.174 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
....... i't.tASl WAiT ..
"""..""
IS R.U'NNING •••••••
PLEASE WAIT .. PlI.OGAAM IS R.tnlNING
'nlE If"JMBER. or ROWS IN 'nlE JACOBIAN MATRIX. 28
PLEASE WAIT PROGR»\ IS RUNNING
nut NUMBER Of ROWS IN THE JACOBIAN MATRIX.. 28
Boll
8-"
00 YOU WANT TO DISPLAY THE Ll!fE OtITPlTI' DATA ( Y OR N I ? 'fY
00 YOU WANT TO DISPLAY THE TRANSFOR.'lER Ol1'l'PU'r OATA ( Y OR N l ? NN
00 YOU WANT TO DISPLAY THE Otrl'PlTl' DATA IN EXPONENTIAL FORMAT ( Y OR N I ? '{'{
USE THE Ctrl PRINT SCREEN OPTION NOW IF '(ou WANT TO PRINT THE RESULTS.
PRESS RE'I'l1RN TO CONTINUE.
'/OLTAG:;: PHASE
-_ .... -------------
MAGNlnIDE
""'''
QG
"-------------_ ........
po< po< ~~~t P'" P'"unit degrells unit unit unit
---------------
, l.cU:·OO O.OOS.OO 4.671';'01 4.14£-02 a,OOE_OO O.OOE.OO,
".82E-01 -3.72£_00 O.OOE.OO O.OOS.OO 6.51£-02 3.81£-02
) 9.63£-01 -5.71£'00 O.OOE.OO 0.00£.00 2.83E-01 5.70£-02
. 9.72E-01 -4.75£_00 O.OOE.OO O.OOS.OO 1.41S-01 -Lln·02
5 9.73E-01 -4.46£·00 O.OOE.OO 0.001..00 2.288-02 4.80£-03, 9.54E-01 -5.S9E.00 O.OOE.OO O.OOS.OO 3.36£-02 2.25£-02
9.HE-01 -4.19E.OO O.OOE.OO 0.00£.00 0.00£·00 0.00':.00
. 1.00S·00 -2.29S.00 2.10E-01 9.27£·02 0.00£.00 0.00£.00, 9.60£-01 ·5.15£·00 O.OOE.OO g:gg~:gg 8.858-02 4.988,02
"
9.578·01 ·5.348.00 0.00£·00 2.708-02 1.748-02
u 9.55£-01 -5.5111.00 0.0011.00 0.0011.00 1.05S·02 5.408-03
"
9.5011-01 -5.8511.00 O.OOE.OO 0.00£.00 1.83£·02 4.80£-03
"
9.50E-01 -5.8U:.00 O.OOE.OO 0.00£.00 4.05£-02 1.74£-02
"
9.50£·01 ·5.8111.00 O.OOlhOO O.OOS.OO 4.478-02 1.50£·02
"
9.87£-01 -2.61£·00 0.00£.00 0.00£.00 0.0011·00 0.00£·00
"
1.00£.00 -3.28£.00 1.20E-01 1.U£-Ol 0.0011·00 0.00':.00
-_ ... -----------------------
POWER FLOW LIN'll OUTPUT DATA FOR
Q AATING EXC£EDED
.. _ ---------- --------------- -_ ----_ --.- .. -----
"
, 3.148·01 -4.178-03 3.14£-01,
"
-3.12£-01 1.028·02 3.138-01
"
, 1.46£·01 2.97£-02 1.49E-01
5
"
-1.45E-01 -2.478·02 1.478-01
8-"
1.83£-01 5.31£-02 1.91£-01
-1.8U-01 -'.5111:-02 1.81£-01
1.0SE-01 2.0ll-02 1.06£-01
-1.04£-01 -1.U£-02 1.05g-01
7.'4I!:·02 2.21£-02 1.1U-02
·' .•0£·02 '2.148-02 8.09£-02
-l.Olll-Ot -1.13£-02 1.02£-01
i.OH:-,H 1.33&;-02 :.::3<:·01
-1.13S-01 8,34£-0] 1.14=:-01
1.13£-01 .7.17E-03 1.14£-01
-4.432-02 ., .'!E-Ol 4.S0E-02
4.438-02 '.24£-03 4.5lE-02
1. 61E·02 1.61E-02 2.47£-02
-1.60E-02 -1.582-02 2.25£-02
8.65E-02 4.90S-02 'iI,IIU-02
-8.57£-02 ·4.6U-02 9.15£-02
·
n -5.66E-OJ 1.31£-OJ 5.81£-03
U
·
S.661!-OJ -1.30ll-0J 5.81S-03
· "
1.9)8-02 6.US·OJ 2.04S:-02
" ·
-1.93£-02 ·, .•n-Dl 2.03£-02
· "
3.84£-02 1.60£-02 4.IU-D2
" ·
-3-13£-02 -1.57£-02 4.14£-02
-L07E:·et _'.]56·02 2.24!-Ol
2.10£-01 9.27£-02 2.30£-01
1.U£-01 1.52£·02 1.IOE-01
-1.62£-01 -L1SE-02 1.17£-01
·
"
4,n2-02 2.111·02 4.lI4£-02
"
,
·<;.]2£-02 _2.1U_02 ,,".83£-02
·
"
"'622-02 1.571-02 4.88£-02
" ·
-4.59£-02 -1.501-02 4.83£-02
"
U 1.62£-02 4.16£-03 1.671-02
U
"
-1.62B-02 -4.101-03 1.67£-02
" "
9.nE-0,," 1.691-03 1.95£-03
" "
-9.76£-04 -1.69£-03 1.95£-03
" "
-1.21£-03 7.70E-06 1.21E-03
" "
1.21E-03 _7.141_06 1.21E-03
,
"
4.67£-01 4.748-02 4.69£-01
"
,
-4.60B-Ol _2.561:_02 4.61E-Ol
,
"
-1.19£-01 -1.441-01 1.871-01
"
, 1.201:-01 1.481-01 1.901:-01
8-24
CASE STUDY 4 - DOUBLE LOAD, ADDITIONAL LOAD SERVICED
BY SLACK BUS
"THE NUMBER or t.lNES IS: 22
115:2: .01938 .05917 a 0
:2: 15 5 .05403 .2230400
] :2: ) .04699 .19797 0 0 5
" :2: " .OSIU .1.7632005
5:2: 5 .05695 .17388 005
! ] 4 .06701.17103 I) 0 5
7 4 5 .01ns ,04111 0 0 5
141.0001.20912005
, " , .15 .55611005
10 5 , .07 .25202 005
11 , 11 .09498 .1919 0 0 5
12 Ii 12 .122!J1 .25511 0 0 5
13 6 13 .06615 .non 0 0 5
14 7 8 .05 .17615 0 0 5
15 7 9 .OJ .UOOl 0 0 5
169 10 .0)181 .Qau 0 0 5
11 , H .12lll .270]1 0 0 5
18 10 11 .08205 .19201005
19 12 13 .22092 .19918 0 0 5
20 1) 14 .1709] .HeOl 0 0 5
21115 .OJ .1005
22 :2: 16 .:13 .1005
THE t-UGEST sus ~n IS 16
101.0050000000
:2: 1 1000.04]4 .025400
] 1 1000.1884 .038 0 0
4 1000.0956-,0078 0 0
5 1000 .0152 .003200
I; 1000 ,0224 .015 00
7 10000000
8 10.07000 .OS -.05
, 1000 .OS9 .OJ]2 0 0
10 1 0 0 0 .011 .0115 0 0
11 1 0 0 0 .007 .0036" 0 0
1211001) .0122 .0032 0 0
13 1 1 0 0 0 .027 .0116 0 0
14 1 1000.0298.010 a
15110000000
16210.04000.0] -.0]
loIAJ1:-1tNG: YOl1It ntAHSF'OR."4:BJl OA.TA IS El'lPT'Y.
i'LEASE CHECk 'tOO'R TRANSF'OIUGR Uli'ln' OAYA.
PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUI.
THE Nt1M8ER Of" nANSFORMSRS IS 0
na: 1tI1.EAAHCB LEVEL IS
00 YOU WANT TO CHAllG8 TH8 TOLBRAHCI uvn I Y OR. If I? IlN
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER Of" ITaRATIONS IS 20.
00 YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE N"UM88R 0' ITSJtATIONS { Y OR N I? IlN
S8LECTIOll or INITIAL BUS VOLTAGE MAGNlTUtl&S AND AllGLBS ,
1. FLAT SToUT
::1:. ot1ti'Ur VALUBS nOM THI PRBVtOUS I.UN
ENTER YOUR Si:LSCTIOll ( 1 OR ::I: I 11
8-25
···STARTll«: VALUES'"
1.0050
1.0050
1.0050
1.0050
1.0050
l.OOS ;)
1.0050
, .
1.005
1.005
l.005
1,005
1.005
1.005
1.005
, 0
'" 'THE PllOCRAM IS RUNNING··"
BUS oUlHIT'rAHCES MATUX,JU:AL i'AllTS
0.000
0.000
-0.45~
-1.023
0.000
0.000
.."
.."
-H.768 4.403 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.094 0.000
4.403 -8.497 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.GOO 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.175 0.000
0.000 0.000 -5.428 L2S2 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.,)00 Cl.COO o.oeo :.000 0.000 6.103 0.000
0.000 0.000 2.252 -10.670 LJ15 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
O.OOG Cl.OOO 0.000 2.315 -5.144 0.000 0.000
9.174 15.263 0.000 0.000 4.235 0.000 0.000
O.GOO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -28.672 0.000
0.000 9.174 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
....... PLEASe WAIT . ..
''''''''''
IS RUNNING •••••••
------- .. ---------
PLEASE WAIT PROGRAI1 IS RUNNING
THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE JACOBIAN MATRIX • ..
ITERATION' 2
PLEASK WAIT . PROGRAM IS A.llNNIHG
THE NUMBER 01" ROWS IN THB JACOBIAN MATRIX. 18
.."
..29
i..-rrER YOUR. SELECTION n.l,) OR 41 33
!Xl YOU WANT TO DISPL.\Y THE BUS OUTPUT OA'i'A I Y Olt N I ? 'tY
DO YOU WA."l1' to DISPLAY THE LINE 0t1'tPUT DATA ( Y OR N I ? YT
DO YOU WANT TO OISPUY THE TRIlNSF'OIlKER otrl'?UT DATA I Y OR N I ? NS
00 YOU WANT TO DISPLAY THE OtriPUr CATA IN EXPONENTIAL FORMAT ( Y OR N I ? yY
USE 'MIll Ctrl PRINT SCREEN OPTION NOW IF yeu WAh"I' TO PRINT THE RESULTS.
PReSS RETURN TO CONTINUE.
POWER FLOW BUS OUTPUT DATA FOR
GENEilATION
VOLTAGE PHASE
I".AGNlTUDE AlClLE
~~~t ~~~t po< po< po<degree. unit unit unit
-- ....................... --- ........... -.-- ------_ ........
, I.OllhOO O.OOE.OO 4.20g-01 1.07£·01 O,OOt.OO 0,00£.00, 9.74£-01 -3.21e.OO 0.00£.00 O.OOS.Oel 4.14£-02 2.54£-02
, 9.611-01 -•. 6n.Oe O.QDt.OO 0.00••00 1.ln-01 l.IOt-02
. !1.67£-01 -4.1lE.00 o.ooe.oo O.OOt.OO '.Sn·02 .7.IOl-OJ,
'.6n·01 -l.85EoOO 0.00£'00 0,008.00 1.52£-02 1.20£-0]
~ 9.55£-01 -4.I1.EoOO 0.001·00 0,001.00 2.24£-02 1.501·029."X·Ol -4.291.00 0.001000 0.001.00 0.001.00 0.001.00
. '.79E-Ol .3.701.00 7.001·02 5.001·02 O.OOS.OO 0.001 ..00, 9.58£'01 ·4.778 ..00 0.008.00 0.00£·00 5.9011·02 3.321·02
10 9.56£·01 -4.85S.00 O.OOS.OO 0.00£.00 1.80S·02 1.16£·02
U 9.5Sa-Ol -4.87E.00 o.ooa.oo o.ooa.oo 7.00E-03 3.601·03
"
'.5n·Ol ·S.OU.OO 0.001.. 00 O.ooa.oo 1.22£-02 3.20a·03
U '.52£,01 ·5.0n.OO O.OOS.OO 0.008.00 2.701,02 1.161:·02
H 9.518·01 -5.121:.00 0.001.00 O.OOE.OO 2.988·02 1.001-02
U '.131·01 ·2.251.00 0.008.00 0.008.00 0.001.00 o.ooa.oo
"
'.781·01 -3.021.00 4.001·02 1.001·02 0.001..00 0.001.00
.........._.---.-----_ ................
"tSMATCH 3.021-05
POWER Ft,OW LIlla OUTPUT OATA FOR
p Q RATt~ IXCUDED
-.--------.------_ _-----_ __ ._ -._------_ --- -_ .
5.411:-02
"
, 1.211::-01 3.]8£-02 1.1U-Ol,
"
-1.26E-01 -2.9U-02 1.29£-01
1.Hg-01 l.32£-02 1.)5&-01
-l.lOE·Ol -,.,.£-02 1.33£-01
8.77£-02 1.08E-02 8 .•n-02
-8.73S-02 -9.32£-03 8.181-02
6.382-02 9.!nt-OJ 6.46£·02
-6.3611:-02 -9.14E-03 6.411-02
-5.87£-02 ·8.5611:·03 5.931-02
5.901-02 '.nE-Ol 5.911-02
-1.04S-01 -4.24£-0] 1.0U·01
1.048-01 •. 13£-03 1.041-01
1.HE-a2 2.44R-0] 1.U8-02
-1-H2-02 -2.39£-0) 1."61·02
2.1&£-02 9.71£-03 2.39£-02
-2. 181!-02 -'.)7E-O) 2.31£-02
1.07£-02 3.10£-02 1.721-02
-1.02£-01 -2.94£-02 1.611-02
·
n 4.22£-03 1.)9£-04 ... 2211:-03
n
·
-4.22£-03 -1.3U·04 4.22£·03
· "
1.39£-02 4.10£-03 ~ :::::~~
" ·
-1.398-02 -4.04£-03
·
U 2.971-02 1.02S-02 1,14£-02
B
·
-2.96£-02 -1.0lE-02 3.138-02
-6.96£-02 -4.U£-02 8.49£-02
1.00a-02 5.008-02 8.60B-02
8.40B-02 5.108-02 9.UI-02
-8.378-02 -4 ."S-O~ 9.7U-0~
,
"
2.08E·0~ 1.51S-0~ ~ .!i7E-0~
"
, -~ .08B-0~ -1.!i1B-0~ ~.!i7l-0.
, U 2.568-0. 1.098-0 • •. 7U·0.
U , -2.55£-0. -1.071:-0 • •. 77£-0.
"
U 2.79S·03 3.47S-03 4.45£-03
U
"
-~. 79B-03 ·3.468-03 4.45&:-03
"
n 1. 67B-03 8.40£-04 1.872-03
n
"
-1.67£-03 -8.398-04 1.861-03
U U 4.31B-03 -7.08S-04 4.37S-03
U n -4.31E-03 7.US-04 4.361-03
4.33B-Ol
8-"
, "
" ,
-) .99E-02 ·2 .91E-02 ~ .98E-02
4.008-02 l.00E-02 5.00E-02
B-31
..32
CASE STUDY 5 • TRIPLE LOAD, ADDITIONAL LOAD SERVICED
BY SLACK BUS
"11(8 stJHBSll 01' LlNES IS, 22
115:2: .01918 .05917 0 0
:2: 15 5 .05403.2230400
J:2: J .04699.19197 0 0 5
" :2: " .05811 .176n 0 0 5
5:2 5 .05695 .17388005
, 1 " .06701.1710) 0 0 5
"' " 5 .01315 .04211 0 0 5
• " '1 .0001 .20912 0 0 5
, " 9 .15.$5611 0 0 5
105' .07 .25202005
11 (; 11 .09U8 .19" 005
12 , 12 .12291 .25511 0 0 5
II (; 13 .06615 .130.7 0 0 5
Ho '7 a .05 .11615005
157' .OJ .UOOI 0 0 5
16910.03181.0845 0 OS
11 9 14 .12111 .27038 0 0 5
11 10 11 .01205 .19207 005
19 12 13 .22092 .19'" 0 0 5
20 13 14 .non .14.02 0 0 5
U 1 15 .OJ .1 0 a 5
22:2: 16 .OJ .1005
THE t.AAOEST SUS :MiS£R IS 16
10 LaOS 0 a 0 0 0 0 0
:2 1 1 000.0651.0381 0 0
J 1 1 000.2626.05700
" 1 1 0 0 0 .1434 -.0117 0 0
511000.0228.004800
, 1 1 000.0336.022500
7110000000
8:2: 1 0 .07000.05 -.05
911000.0885 .04'.00
1011000.027.017400
11 1 1 000 .010S .00S4 0 0
11 1 1 000 ,DIU .0048 0 0
13 1 1 000 .0405 .01H 0 0
14 1 1 0 0 0 .0447 .01S 0 0
15 1 1 0000000
15110.04000.03·.03
loIUHING, YOUR ntANSFOR."CER DATA IS EMPTY.
PLEASE CHECK YOUR TRANSFORMER INPUT OATA.
PRESS RItTU1l-'i TO CONTINUE.
THE NUMBER Of' TRANSFORJol£1tS IS 0
00 YOU WANT TO OlANGil nn: TOLERA.'iCE LINEL ( Y OR N I? S'!f
THE !ltAXIMUM NlJM!IER OF ITSll.ATIONS IS 20.
00 YOU WANT TO CHANGIl THIl NUMBER OF ITIlJlATIONS ( Y OR N )? NN
SELo&:TION OF INITIAL BUS VOt-TAGE MAGNITUDES AND ANG[.llS ,
1. FLoAT STAIlT
2. otn'PI1T VA1J1E.S FIlCfl TK! PREVIOUS RUN
ENT6R YOUR SEUCTIOIf I 1 OR 2 J 11
.."
• ·S'A..llcTI% VALU!S'"
.llOS 0
.OOS 0
.0050
.0050
.0050
.0llS 0
.0050,
.OOS
.OOS
.005
.OOS
.005
.005
.005,
0.000 0.000
0.000 -0.452
a.opo
sus AL:MI'I'7ANCE$ MATRIX. IlQGINAAY PlUl.TS
.. -...... --.-.------
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9,114 0.000
O.JOO . ~9 .529 4.782 5.116 5.194 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.263 9.174
0.000 ·L782 -9.851 5.069 0.000 0.000 a.ooo
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 5.116 5.069 -38.221 21.579 0.000 4.182
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 5.194 0.000 21.579 ')4.691 3.684 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.235 0,000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.684 -17.057 0.000
0.000 4.094 3.176 6.103 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 4.782 0.000 0.000 -18.497
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 S.2H
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 1.676 0.000 0.000 8."61
10.365 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.029 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0-"
.."
-14.168 4.403 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.094 0.000
4.41)3 -8.491 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.116 0.000
0.000 o~o~go -5.428 2.252 0.000 0.000 0.0000.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.10l 0.000
0.000 0.000 2.252 -10.610 2.l15 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 2.ll5 -5.344 0.000 0.000
9.1H 15.263 0.000 0.000 4.2l5 0.000 0.000
0.000 O.oon 0.000 0.000 0.000 -28.672 0.000
0.000 9.174 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
....... PLEASE WAIT .. PROGRAM
"
RUNNING • •• u ••
PLEASE WAtT •• PROGRAM IS RU'NNING
THE NUMBEIl. OF ROWS IN THE JACOBIAN MATRIX. 28
PLEASB WAIT •. PROGRAM IS RU'NNING
THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE JACOBIAN MATRtX. 28
.."
00 YOU WANT TO DISPLAY nu: TRANSFORMER Otrr~ DAT1l. I Y OR " I ? Nt{
00 YOU WANT TO DISPt.AY niE OtTrPtrT OATA IN EXPONSNTIAJ. FORMAT ( Y 011 N I
USB ntE Ctrl PRIIn' SCREEN OPTION NOW IP YOO WANT TO PRINT THE ll.ES1JLTS.
PRESS R£nJRN TO CONTINtJ1:.
POW"ER. PLOW BUS 0U'Tt'11I' DATA FOil
VOLT,\GE i'Ko\SE
KACNITUDE .wc;u 0'
:~t po< po< PO' ~~~tdegree. unit unit ="
------- .......... -..... __ ............._---_ ................-....... _-- ....._._-
, 1.0Ul+OO O.OOE.OO 7.00B-01 2.5JE-Ol O.OOg·OO O.OOE_OO, 9.44£-01 -5.33£.aO 0,00£.00 O.ODE.CO 6.S1t-02 3.81£-02
J 9.21E-Ol ·7.7IS_00 O.OOE.OO O.OOhOO 2.13£-01 $.70£-02
. 9.31E-Ol -6.I7E.00 O.OOS.OO O.OOE.OO 1.43£-01 -1.17£-02, 9.HE-Ol
-'.HE.CO 0.00£-00 O.OOS.OO 2.28£-02 4.80E-OJ,
'.llE-Ol -a.llE·OO O.OOE.OO O.OOE.OO ],16E-02 2.25E-02, 9.2U-Ol
-7."6E.00 0.00;;;.00 0.00£.00 O.OOE.OO 0.00'::·00
. 9.39£-01 -&.11E.00 1.00e-02 5.00S-02 0.001>.00 O.COE:.OO, 9.14S-01 -1.15£.00 O.OO.hOO o.ooe.oo '.15£-02 4.98£-02
"
9.11E-01 -1.2U.00 0.00£.00 o.ooa.oo 2.10£-02 1.1H:-02
u 9.t08-01
-'.24£.00 O.OOS.OO O.OOB.OO 1.05B-02 5.40£-0]
U 9.018,01 ·8.4]£.00 O.OOE·OO 0.00£000 1.138·02 4.IOE-03
U 9.0n·Ot
-1.4&"'00 0.00£.00 O.OOE.OO 4.05.:-02 1.1U-02
"
9.04£-01 - •. nE.OO O.OOS.OO O.OOB.OO 4.41£-02 1.50£-02
"
9.US-01 -).111.00 O.OOS.OO ~:gg::g~ O.OOS.OO 0.00£.00
"
9.UE-01 ·5.13£.00 4.00E-02 O.OOhOO 0.00£·00
---_ ..._-------------_. __ ._--_ ...... _-
MISMATCH 1.5U:-05
"
, 4.1U-01 1.26£·01 4.93£-01,
"
-4.11£-01 -1.12B-01 4.84£-01
"
, 2.07B·01 7.05£-02 2.19B·01,
"
-2.0U-01 -5.898-02 2.13S-01
2.011:-01 5.11S-02 2.09B-01
·1.ttlE-01 -4.1U-02 2.058-01
1.4a·Ol 2.56£-02 1.44£-01
-1.41£-01 -2.15£-02 1.42£-01
1.03E-01 2.09£-02 1.05£-01
·1.02£-01 -1.87E-Q2 1.04i:·Cll
·8.366-02 ·9.UE·03 8.411:-02
8.41£-02 1.10E-02 8.41£-02
-1.69£-01 -1.92E-02 1.70£-01
1.6"9£-01 2.06£-02 1.71£-01
4.271-02 2.29£-02 4.85£-02
-4.27£-02 -2.24£-02 4.82£-02
).931·02 1.'42'-02 4.3U-02
-3.90£-02 -1.12£-02 4.2'K-02
1.14£-01 5.23£-02 1.26£-01
-1.UI-01 _4.17£_02 l.ln-Ot
, n 1.09£-02 2.28£-03 1.11£-02
n , -L09£-02 -2.25£-03 1.11E-02
,
"
•. 15£-02 6.38£-03 2.248-02
"
,
-2.14£-02 -6.22£-03 2.2]£-02
,
"
4.70E-02 1.65£-02 4.988-02
"
,
-4.68£-02 -1.61£-02 4.951-02
.~:~~::~~ -4.85E-02 8.48E-02li.OOE·Ol 8.60£-02
1.12£-01 7.09£-02 1.331-01
-1.12£-01 -6.IU-02 1.311·01
.
"
2.&11-02 2.0n-02 1.JU·02
"
. -2."1-02 -2.0n-02 3.361·02
.
"
1.551-02 1.548-02 1.81a-02
u . -3.538-02 -t.UB-02 ].831-02
"
U -3.638-04 1.t51-03 1.t7K-0]
n
"
l.648-04 -].t51l-0] l.UIl-03
U U 3.nE-03 l.4]E-03 ].451-0]
D
"
-3.HE-03 -t.42£-0] l.45£-03
U U 9.461_03 1.688-04 9.4611:-03
U U -9.441-03 -1.]01-04 9.45£-03
,
"
7.00S-01 2.531-0t 7.441-01
"
,
-6.'U-01 -L5In-Ot 7.US-Ot
,
"
-3.9n-02 -2.97£-02 4.!ilU-02
"
, 4.00S-02 ].005-02 5.008-02
c«' PaINT SCJlEEN AND THEN Pans Jl.BTUlUI1'O OJNTtNUl:.
B-ll
APPENDIX C
TABLES OF PARTICIPATION FACTORS, LINE AND LOAD
CONTRIBUTIONS
• •
TABLE C.1·A CASE STUQy 1
LINE PARTICIPATION FACTORS
CD E FG H J
C-l
UnI' Bua.au.
1 15..2
2 15...5
3 2...3
. ..
5 2... .$
II 3. ..
1 .5
8 1
9 9
10 !....•
11 11
12 8 12
13 1 13
1.. 1.•..8
15 1 9
11 9 10
11 i l"
111 10 11
19 12 13
20 13. ' ..
21 1...15
22 2... 111
.'
."..
-
"""" Alkpg1. ~ .111••1gl! dlkr ."",8 dIllI
0.103-4.0D71S5lI OO.lXXlll2Q.ll:2S785f10.G4S09Cl2lIO.lIllQ3SOI83 -Q.13l187l10.0QCl8$0I04
0.()oInO.CIlI77SoW2o.OOCllllll87o.01012332S0.o:z.t9OlIta~o.I31S2ll2300,00I31982
0.06t1l0-QOll.3;SQll-4.Cll1018ll2o.Oll52S24o.OClll2llll2lI02!i62668102!Jl38121to.I2356G18
0-03430.01330192 400163210.01101211 0.019272Q0.2021<12"!US9ll71Q2 -Q.C55tCIl
0.tl2580.012S6Se1o.oo101S3o.~o.ctll8084So.t''''8ll2S022230S13-Q.ll1tOt39
oO.03380.(lCl83I55llll -4.ooa18Ot O.Oll52S2CIllo.OO5l2DII5!i 40!lS01215 -4.0l5ll0172 oOZlIll&:2
40311 -4.0037213 o.013C0111 -4.00l\liI2I8 4012125 oO.25087t5 -Q.1108018So.1Cl1l:!'&l188
oO.01S80.010165f1M-4.01ll5!t17o.01..70W07o.Q2:S8C1213o.101e7lM10.112751ll8.o52:''319<!
0.0QS230.0CI52S37 o.CI0311eo:20.0080l8lXl8G.Ol..eo5Cl9 o.c&I33Z35o.CI6SIlIlll31 -Q.1017!i8S
o.a2M 0.016813015 o.01S.13lW o.01ll7'f11531S G.Q2fI3fIl. o.l83ll31. 0.15t2&Mo1 40351157
40llUl1 0.00327". 4~933 o.Q033IIol5 o.ClC9297I O.~ 0.022S5212 41»1tCl1
0.0ll60I'I 0.0ll3I5S5lI O.QCtgI38 o.(l(l3Ill7 o.CIIJ52t7ll2 o.Q291173Ill8 0.02t01'", 0.0118lllllS2
o.Ol280.0IQ373.Solo.0139218ll0.010l29ll30.01ll25220.ClIl5I3Q2o.~0.0Q0IQ3IIl
.o,(M7 0 -4.ll6999ll8 0 0 0.0011441 0.0011$7 49!le&18
0.C5"20.0'~0.051"ll8S30.01"7"""0.025802lJ70.1091132,,0.112002770."7"91129
0.01.... 0.lXl87:Z5180.019ll95Oo10.llOlIlIIMotO,0115m70.022501llS10.0'25239S<1O't..v5383
O.Ol530.008881"50.017081230.llllllMllOllO.OllS30910.037lXlll6eO.~0.11&172l18
O.Q05oll1 400327se 0.0020&937 .o.OCXl3D -4.005il1$6 .o.0118llll2 -4.0092$35 0.10BU742
O.00ll3320.1XI2SI8504e0.0ll3Il81230.Oll298U50.00sz1m 0.llOl107120.0056lllllM 4011593
.o.~120.003338ll&0.CICIOilO9210.0ll30I1I22o.lI05II8964o.02Ol103010.0111lMl>>40S90&317
0.151 a 0 O,CW o.ll1 I 1281S3E-l.128ll3E-l.
40J99 4004 0 0 00.0003131. -o.fii516!f1o.CICICI3831"
0.151
."
.0>
0.211I1
TABLE C.1·B CASE STUDy 1
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO LINE FLOWS
C·2
A 8 C 0 E F G H I
.... ......
- .'- ".... -
~ ...- .. ...
.
'"
..'" ........ .o.CI:I!l>OlI11 ........' 0.ICD1.:ll18E·I1 1.341£·., 15.~5
"'''' """"""'"
,,""'- ==- o.CMn s.ll:lIIIlIE·Ill I.ESE·., 1. .•3 .... ",."""'" o.OI11..ciB """""""
.....
2._.• .m<> """,em o.OI0311lllloU ~_.. OCDC 5!D11E·lll 2.023E·I
, 2... 5 ..". Q.021111ll1ll!
.""""""~
o.crl5ll6.liI3llIilE-lll 1.8!IllIE-1
, 3._.• <UmO .0.01....., <vnmVP ~""""" <UmO
·
.
,
.....5 <I,lDlI ~"'''''''''' '"""""" ...".,... ..", ~-lll 1.ll1£·1,
......1 ~"" 0.01&164 0.(1)1510115 ~""""'" .o.OI5l5ltOllllE-.ll .... ...ee.·.,
4 .. '" .0= o.CI»1141lll5 o.fXI:2SJllll3 ..Q.CD1123791l .0=
·
.. 5....11 ..... 0.02413!1ll11 O.COS3113111 ..""""'" .....
·
.
"
0. .. 11
.0.00'''''
.""""'" .""""'"
......-, .o.IDnl1 '.l&QE.'ll .s.1l76E.'"
"
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TABLE C.4-B CASE STUDY 4
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO LINE FLOWS
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TABLE C.4-C CASE STUDY 4
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO BUS LOAD
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TABLE C.S-A CASE STUDY 5
LINE PARTICIPATION FACTORS
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TABLE C.5-8 CASE STUDY 5
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO UNE FLOWS
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TABLE C.S:C CASE STUDY 5
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO BUS LOAD
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APPENDIX 0
EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
TABLE P 1 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
INVERSE ADMITTANCE MATRIX
• • C 0 E
-!,. 250.3226349 250.1845208 250.1584757 250.1359763 250.1432703
P.- 250.1845208 250.1959931 250.1645343 250.1373582 250.1412821r+ 250.1584757 250.1645343 250.2438173 250.141279 250.1356411!+ 250.13:59763 250.1373582 250.141279 25O.1.c.46661 250.1307879
• 250.1432703 250.1.,2821 250.1356411 250.1307679 250.1507638
• 250.037.513 250.0366091 250.0342196 250.0321555 250.004062537 250.0588943 250.0596719 250.0618784 "".0637ll44 250.0559633
• 250.0588943 250.0598719 250.0618784 250.0637844 250.0559633
• 250.0183435 250.0188033 250.0201078 250.0212348 250.016810610 "".0D4368 "".- 250.0052444 250.0058041 250.1]03501211 "".0206002 250.02032.3 250.01948 250.0187&'l6 250.0217435
12 250.0183827 2SO.0176435 251),015548 250.0137341 250.021169
12 "".0034839 250.00282S1 250.0009557 249.9P93409 250.0059671,. 249.9'73804& 2.9.9737753 2.9.9738921 249.9738203 2.9.913915
"
2SD.2226JoI9 250.1845208 250.1584757 230.1359763 250.1432703
.. 250.1845208 250.1959931 250.1645343 250.1373582 250.1.12821
0·'
TABLE p.l EXCEL CEll FORMULAS
INVERSE ADMITTANCE MATRIX
, G H I J
+ 250.0374513 250.05889043 250.0588943 250.0183435 250.004368+ 25O.03S6091 250.0596719 250.0596719 250.0188033 250.0045984+ 250.0342196 250.0618784 250.0618784 250.0201078 250.0052444
..4- 250.0321555 250.0637844 250.0637844 250.0212348 250.0058041
-+ 250.0406253 250.0559633 250.0559633 250.0166106 250.003S0n
-+ 250.1007218 25O.0004S98 250.0004698 249.9838008 249.98721
-+ 250.0004698 250.1193258 250.1193258 250.0385336 250.0143968
-+ 250.0004698 250.1193258 250.2954752 250.0385336 250.014396810- 249.9838008 250.0385336 250.0385336 250.0476341 250.0189171249.98n1 250.0143968 250.0143968 250.0189111 250.0653908
:it 250.0429787 250.0075544 250.0075544 250.0016644 250.0269803~ 250.0739221 249.9859201 249.9859201 249.971288 249.9n1592
.g 250.0529826 249.974552 249.974552 249.9615113 249.9603994
~ 249.97B0065 249.9n5176 249.9725176 249.9719375 249.9552926~ 250.0374513 250.0588943 250.0588943 250.0183436 250.00436810 250.0366091 250.0596719 250.0598719 250.0188033 250.0045964
0·2
TABLE Q 1 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
INVERSE ADMITTANCE MATRIX
K L M N a
H- 250,0206022 250.0183827 250.0034839 249.9738046 250.2226349H- 250.0203243 250.0176435 250.0028251 249.973n53 250.1845208f-1- 250.01948 250.015546 250.0009557 249.9736921 250.1584757f4 250.0187506 250.0137341 249.9993409 249.9736203 250.1359763H- 250.0217435 250,021169 250.0059671 249.973915 250.1432703~ 250.0429787 250.0739221 250.0529826 249,9760085 250.0374513~ 250.0075544 249.9859201 249.974552 249.9nS176 250.0588943~ 250.0075544 249.9859201 249.974552 249.9n!5176 250.0588943~ 250.0016644 249.971288 249.9615113 249.9719375 250.0183435250.0269803 249.9721592 249.9603994 249.9552926 250.004388~ 250.1325539 250.0221556 250.0058859 249.96S&694 250.0206219~ 250.0221556 250.1878925 25O.0n0611 249.9794917 250.0183827~ 250.1)058859 250.DnOS11 250.0958744 249.9822149 250.0034839~ 249.9654694 249.9794917 249.9822149 250.0905S51 249.973804E1~ 250.0206219 250.0183827 250.0034839 249.9738046 250.2226349,. 250.0203243 250.0176435 250.0028251 249.973n53 250.1&45208
0-3
TABLE 0.1 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
INVERSE ADMITTANCE MATRIX
p
h- 250.1845208hl- 250.1959931~ 250.1645343
t4 250.1373582~ 250.10412821~ 250.0366091~ 250.0596719~ 250.0596719~ 250.0188033250.0045964
11 250.02032043
12 250.0176435
13 250.0028251
~ 2049.9737753~ 250.18452081. 250.2959931
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TABLE 0:2 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
'A' FACTORS FOR TEST SYSTEM
It 8 C D
~ ~ne. ~~ :.~ "'([run.XJSJyinv!01.(Nn.X~=lB1)1trun.XISlafaclSC2~ 2 15 5 0.22304 "'([run.xIStyinvI01-{run.xls)yimIE1)1[run.xlslafacl$C3
~ 3 2 3 0.19797 =([run.xlsJyinvIB1.(run.xlstyinvIC1V$C4
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"* 8 4 7 0.20912 "{[run.xI$JylnvIOS1.(run.xJs)yInvIGS1)1$C9
-.!!. 9 4 9 0.55618 "'«rutl.xts)ylnvIOS1-{nnlllsJylnvIiSl)ISC10:g:: 10 5 8 0.25202 ={[run.x1sJylnvIESHtvn.xJ$JyinvIFS1)I$C11
..g. 11 8 11 0.1989 ={[rul.JdsJyinvlF$1-{run.lds)yinvIKS1)I$C12
..g. 12 8 12 0.25581 "'<lrun.xts)yinv!FS1.(runJdsJ'iinv!LS1)ISC13
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..g. 18 10 11 0.19207 =Qn.nxIsJyinvlJ$1-{I'\II'l.Jdsb'invlK(1)I$C19
~ 19 12 13 0.1V9BlS "'«n.ruIsJ'iinv!LSHrun.xIsl'IInvIMS1)1SC2O
~ 20 13 1.. 0.34802 "'«n.ruIsJYif1YIMS1-{I\.W\.XtsIYirWINS1)1$C21
~~ ~::~: ~:~ ~:::::::~.(=~~~~
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TABLE 0-2 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
'A' FACTORS FOR TEST SYSTEM
0-6
TABLE 0-2 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
'A' FACTORS FOR TEST SYSTEM
~ =([run.llISlYinv!03-(run.llISlYinv!B:~~llJSJafaclSC2
r-;. s([run.lllslYinvlQ&.(run.llIS)yinvIE8)J1run.1l1sJafac:lSC3
7 :a~~::::~::~~~::::~::g:~:::::::::~~ :{[run.llIS!Y1nvlB8-{run.lllslYinv!E8)1(run.lllsjafaclSC6
~ -([run.lllslYinvlC8-(run.lllsJyinvID8)1(run.lllslafaclSC7
r-:- =([run.lllslYinvlD8-{run.lllsJyinvIE81Ilrun.llts)afacISCS
~ :a~~::::~::::~~::::~:::)11~~~~:~~:::;~
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~ =((run.lllslYinvlG8-(run.x1s)yinvIH8)iJrun.1lIsjafacISC15
~ :~l:::::ra::~n;~:s~':~:~~~~~:'':':,~6~ -((run.llrslYinvll8-{run.1l1sJyinv!N8)IJrun.1lIslafacrSC18
~ =((run.lllslYinvlJ8-{n.nxlsJyinvIK8)1(run.llls)afacISC19
~ ,"((run.lllsJyinvlL8-{nJIl.x1sJyinvlM8)J1run.llls)afacJ$C20r!! -([run.lllsJyinvlM8-{nJn.lllsJyinv!N8)J1run.llJSJafaclSC21
~ :~~~~:::~::i:;~:::~:~~:.·:~:~:,':g:
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TABLE 0 3 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS
GENERATION PARTICIPATION FACTORS - lYPICAL
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GENERATlON PARTICIPATION FACTORS - TYPICAl
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TABLE D 4 EXCEL CEll FORMULAS [)..11
GENERATlON CONTRIBUTION TO LINE FLOWS· TYPICAL
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TABLE 0.4 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS 0-13
GENERATlON CONTRIBUTION TO LINE FLOWS· TYPICAL
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TABLE 0.5 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS 0-14
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO BUS LOAD ~ TYPICAl
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TABLE 0.5 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS 0-15
GENERATION CONTRIBUTlON TO BUS LOAD - TYPICAL
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TABlE 0.5 EXCEL CELL FORMULAS 0-16
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO BUS LOAD· TYPICAL
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TABLE D.5 EXCEL CEll FORMULAS 0-17
GENERATION CONTRIBUTION TO BUS LOAO • TYPICAL
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